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KCOPA’s 1 st Anniversary

Who leads the protection
of Korea Copyright
with the mind of a pioneer
Korea Copyright Protection Agency Director

TAE-YONG YOON

The Korea Copyright Protection Agency is nearing its 1-year anniversary. Could
st

As the Korea Copyright Protection Agency is nearing its 1 anniversary, the executives and employees are

you please share any major achievements by the protection agency?

marching forward to become a leading agency in global copyright protection. Even though a fairly new agency,
and infrastructure protecting copyrights and expanding the concept of copyright protection to preventative
measures. We’ll meet with Director Tae-yong Yoon, who is chasing after two rabbits comprised of Korea’s
copyright protection and happiness of employees amidst being the center of such advancement and change,
and take a look at the past 1 year, as well as what he has in plan for the future.

First and foremost, it was a time for internal stability as a control tower for copyright protection. The protection
agency was created for the sole purpose of integrating existing tasks scattered amongst public and private
sectors in order to provide a more efficient copyright protection. We had to establish a suitable internal system
and infrastructure in order to carry out our responsibilities. We’ve strived to establish and construct an effective
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they have been producing various achievements through continuous efforts, such as formulating a system

organization structure, systematic business manual and thorough infringement response system. Additionally,
we’ve implemented an ‘Open director’s office’ in order to create an open office environment, and immediately
implemented any great ideas and programs such as ‘Help me, CEO’ to elicit a cooperative environment. We
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have been overcoming any obstacles presented to us together.
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variety of distribution channels. Also, it is important that we take action within the golden time, given that
most digital contents are completely consumed within 2 weeks of being released.
We will be able to significantly reduce the damage caused by online and offline copyright infringement
through real-time copyright infringement incident identification and immediate response, when the allsource intelligence center is ready. The concept of our all-source intelligence center can be compared to
the 911 situation room. As soon as the all-source intelligence center is established, we will be examining
methods to provide a one-stop service from reporting to process resolution through integration with the
national civil application service.
Next, we are planning on reinforcing the copyright infringement prevention project. The protection
agency’s prevention projects can be thought of as three large groups. I’ll begin with the project for raising
the national awareness. The agency is currently operating a variety of programs catering to a wide range of
age groups, such as the ‘Classrooms with Licensed Materials’ for elementary school students, as well as
‘Copyright Open Forum’ for college students and adults. We will continue planning a more effective way to
reach out to our community in cooperation with local governments.
We also have a certification project through the direct involvement in the distributions system of the
content. We appoint exemplary businesses that only distribute authentic contents as a ‘Copyright OK’
business, and actively promoting the business to the consumers. Furthermore, we have established a
consulting group comprised of 38 specialists and exclusive consulting centers to provide free consulting
regarding copyright, contract and fair trade to designated companies as well as preliminary designated
companies.
Lastly, we are in preparation to make advancements in detection and prevention protection technology
for identification and enforcement, through cutting-edge technology integrating AI for the protection of
copyright. We will be accomplishing much more in the near future with your on-going support.
Secondly, I would like to point out that we have made a comparatively thorough copyright protection
possible by expanding the concept of copyright protection. If the existing copyright protection was only

I’ve heard that the Protection Agency is fulfilling its role as a public institution

enforced on cases after the act of copyright infringement has occurred, we have expanded the scope to

by creation job opportunities for the disadvantaged. Could you please elaborate

include prevention. Moreover, we are expanding our scope to include international incidents by performing

on this statement?

larger scale monitoring and establishing an international cooperation network. I can proudly say that the
I would like to introduce our ‘Guardian of Copyright’ project, which is our agency’s pride. The main focus

reference point creating the flow regarding copyright protection.

of this project is to monitor and detect illegal copyright content available online. We provided preferential
employment to about 275 socially disadvantaged, such as the disabled, women who with stalled careers,
lower income families, multi-cultural families, and unemployed teens to support this project. Additionally, we

Could you kindly share the primary goal for the future?

are also operating a ‘Silver Watchdogs’ responsible for identification of illegal contents online by providing
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protection agency has provided a new standard concerning copyright protection, and has become the

preferential employment to 20 senior Guardians, ages 60 and above.
Above all, we’re preparing the ‘Construction of the copyright infringement all-source response

I strongly believe that job creation is as important as copyright protection. The day after I have been appointed

intelligence center’ as our primary project. There is a sense of urgency with the preparation of a prompt and

as the director, I took part in the ‘Guardian of Copyright’ inauguration ceremony, where a disabled employee
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systematic response system given the advancement in copyright infringement technology and increasing

noted ‘I am very happy that I am able to work in a public sector for the betterment of my community’. That
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made me think a lot. Don’t you think it means a lot that a person who was not able to find a job in the society

forth a goal and vision direction for each project we carryout for an optimal result. There’s nothing more I wish

is finding joy in taking the first step in protecting the copyright? I plan to continuously work with related

for more that to be known as the first director who has fulfilled his responsibilities. I will diligently proceed with

departments to see if we can create more job opportunities.

my employees with the mind of a pioneer.

How do you picture the agency in 10 years?

If you could say a word to the readers of C Story, what would it be?

Assuming that our agency has been diligently working, I can imagine a Korea where the awareness

Last year, the National Museum of Korea hosted an exhibition, ‘Artifacts of Afghanistan’. I learned

of copyright protection has significantly increased with a significantly decreased distribution of illegal contents

that, despite the numerous and continuous internal conflicts and gruesome wars, the reason that the

in 10 years. I can also picture international copyright protection resources visiting Korea in order to obtain and

golden crown and many other glorious culture were able to be preserved was because few like-minded

learn our advanced copyright protection technology and business manuals.

citizens had protected it with their lives. I became very respectful of them, regardless of their military

Although the agency is currently focusing on responding to copyright infringements occurring elaborately

power and wealth.

throughout a broad spectrum of genres, I believe in 10 years, we will be able to focus on anticipating

Korea will become a cultural powerhouse subsequent to the increasing number of globally exported

and preventing new infringement routes through forecasting, and invest sufficient time and resource in

Korean culture. I dearly hope that Koreans are also respected as people who love culture and value creative

preventative training. It would help lead and aggressively create a copyright system where infringement cases

work beyond its popularity of contents. In order to achieve such goals, I strongly believe that a healthy

aren’t followed after the occurrence of copyright infringement.

copyright ecosystem must be established.

Additionally, at that time, given the time and effort we invested, we would have gathered an equal amount of

Copyright is no longer a story of a

data regarding copyright infringement and protection. Such data would be utilized to establish a think tank in

world far away, and is now a very important

order to actively carry out research, as well as utilized as important resources in copyright projects.

topic. The awareness concerning copyright

Lastly, it is my personal dream that the agency ranks 1st as the happiest and most desired company by all of
the employees within the next 10 years.

is directly related to flourishing culture and
Korea’s national status. It will be more so
as the time passes. I would like to kindly
ask our readers to becomes a leading

Could you please say a few words as the first director experiencing the 1

example for copyright protection with every

anniversary?

day activities. It isn’t anything extravagant

st

or difficult. You can begin by watching
I’m a movie fanatic. There is an unwritten law amongst us movie enthusiasts. Any films based on America’s

movies at a movie theater, purchasing

pioneer period’s, wild west and cowboys, or space travel usually turn out successful. Why do you think that’s

licensed software or using legal music

the case? People instinctively subliminally find an appeal in pioneering and beginnings, and the image of

websites. For seniors, by avoiding the

those who are devoted to such endeavors.

purchase of Hyodo radio and for college
students, by avoiding the temptation of

progressing as planned, after I was appointed as the director last March. There were also times where I felt

illegally copied academic materials can

like I felt desolate while establishing the structure of the agency. I’m sure everyone felt the same, so I’ve tried

also be part of protecting the copyright. I,

having time set aside to communicate with my employees and to encourage them.

kindly ask everyone to actively part take in
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To be honest, there have been times where I was very frustrated because certain tasks were not

Given that we are still in our infancy, some may believe that I am being over-ambitious, but I do wish that

copyright protection activities within our

our protection agency becomes a world renowned globally leading copyright protection agency. I strongly

daily lives, so that Korea can take another

believe that it is my responsibility, as a director, to establish a firm foundation and propel the organization into

step forward in becoming a true cultural

12

obtaining its full potential. I will continue to establish clear phases to achieve the vision of our agency, and set

powerhouse.
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The Road to Leading Copyright Protection
The Korea Copyright Protection Agency (KCOPA) celebrated its first anniversary. To celebrate and
congratulate all the great efforts as a dedicated copyright protection organization during the past year,
a grand ceremony was held at the Multi-purpose Hall of S-Plex Center in Sangam-dong, Seoul. The first
anniversary ceremony was attended by more than 300 distinguished figures from all areas, including
the Head and Director of Korea Copyright Protection Agency (KCOPA) Yoon Tae-yong, Director of Ministry
of Culture, Sports and Tourism Copyright Office Moon Yeong-ho, heads and team leaders of relevant
organizations, and key academic and legal figures.
The placards with the messages “The Power of Cultural Preservation” and “The First Step toward a
Bright Future” on the stage doubled the dignity of the agency’s first anniversary.
As the clock read 2pm, the first part of the ceremony began with jam-packed participants.
After coming up to the stage and expressing his appreciation for the guests, Director Yoon Tae-yong
continued his speech with “As our cultural contents raised our national brand under the title of the “Korean
Wave,” the importance of copyright is becoming ever more important.” Emphasizing that such important
times demand our attention on the paradigm shift, Director Yoon Tae-yong said “KCOPA is making efforts
to be the control tower for copyright protection.” Finally, after saying “Through conceptual change, we will
lead copyright protection,” he asked for continued support for KCOPA.
01

Then, Director Moon Yeong-ho of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism Copyright Office took the
stage for his congratulatory message. He expressed his considerations and appreciation by saying “With
the development of digital technology and devices, new forms of copyright infringements are on the rise,”

Past 1 Year of KCOPA
and the Hope of Copyrights

but “I would like to thank KCOPA for the achievements from actively responding to diversifying forms of
copyright infringement.” Finally, he promised all the support for KCOPA which will serve as the spearhead
for the expansion of cultural contents and gave his sincere congratulations for the first anniversary.

The First Anniversary Ceremony
of Korea Copyright Protection Agency

01 Director Yoon Tae-yong giving his congratulatory message on the first anniversary of KCOPA
02 Key guests participating in the future vision presentation ceremony
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Celebrating its first anniversary, KCOPA held an anniversary ceremony at the S-plex Center in Seoul at 2pm
September 27. On this day, the ceremony was conducted in two parts. The first part consisted of looking back
at the footsteps of the past year and the “Proclamation of the 2021 Vision,” which included the copyright
protection policies and visions for the coming age of the 4th industrial revolution. In the second part, the
Copyright Protection Talk Concert was held to discuss the measures for creating a sound copyright ecosystem
and protection of the Korean Wave contents.
Written by. Guest Reporter Kim Ji-won Images by. Ko In-sun
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There were many renowned figures who sent their congratulatory messages via videos. Legal Adviser

05

of WIPO Thomas Dillon said, “Diverse nations must work together to reinforce copyright enforcement
and rights,” and asked KCOPA to play the crucial role in the endeavor. Legal Adviser of WTO Roger Kampf
sent his encouragement by saying “We will spare no efforts to support the protection of copyrights.”
Representative of CODA Japan Takero Goto asked for continuous collaboration and said, “I would like to
express my respect for the passionate activities of KCOPA.” Executive Director of the DaVinci Institute
Thomas Frey, who was selected as the “Best Futurist” by Google, said, “I am looking forward to the role of
KCOPA in the protection of rights for all creative works.”
After the congratulatory messages, a video was played containing the recorded images of the past year
since the founding of KCOPA. From the point of the bill to establish KCOPA was put in motion due to the
snowballing copyright infringements, the past activities unfolded like a film such as the appointment of the
director, activities of copyright assistants, operation of the Copyright Protection Deliberation Committee,
copyright awareness improvement training, and establishing collaborative system with copyright
organizations at home and abroad.
05 Director Yoon Tae-yong describing KCOPA’s midterm visions and the direction of 4 strategies

The Declaration of KCOPA’s 4 Strategic Directions/Core Values/Management Goals
After looking back on the past, a time for looking toward the future and spreading hope took place. First,
the appointment ceremony for the honorary ambassador who will promote the activities of KCOPA took
place. As the honorary ambassadors, the new idol group “Pentagon” was appointed. Because all of the
10 members are singer and song writers with copyrights, they added more meaning to their appointment.
03 The solemn Pledge of Allegiance prior to the official beginning of the event
04 KCOPA’s first anniversary performance by honorary ambassadors Pentagon

The members of the Pentagon expressed their strong will to uphold the responsibilities as honorary
ambassadors. As the stage for their first mini album title song <Like This> kicked off, the excitement of
the ceremony filled the air.
Next, it was the highlight of the ceremony, the “Proclamation of the 2021 Vision.” Along with KCOPA
Director Yoon Tae-yong and the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism Copyright Office Director Moon
When the buttons were pressed with the countdown, there was a boom of salute into the air and the
vision of KCOPA was declared, which read “The Copyright Protection Organization Creating A Healthy
Copyright Ecosystem.”
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Yeong-ho, distinguished guests took the stage and stood in front of 10 buttons prepared on the stage.

Director Yoon Tae-yong personally came forward as the presenter of specific proclamations of
the vision and introduced future strategic directions and tasks of KCOPA. The 4 strategic directions
03

04

included 1) advancement of copyright infringement response, 2) establishment of collaborative channels

16

for omnidirectional copyright protection, 3) expansion of copyright protection infrastructure, and 4)
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reliable organizational culture. Through these, he proclaimed to realize the 4 core values of “expertise,”

Being a college student, Copyright OK Reporter Gong Hye-min introduced an example of a friend

“communication,” “change,” and “confidence.” For the 4 management goals, establishment of copyright

she communicates via SNS. She commented that “To see a friend from Taiwan visiting Korea to

control tower, establishment of copyright protection collaboration system, creation of virtuous ecosystem

experience K-POP made me realize how powerful cultural diffusion can be.”

of copyright protection, and implementation of sustainable management were emphasized, and

The five members of the panel agreed in unison that “the sound awareness on copyright is the

through these, he expressed his plans to accomplish the comprehensive management goal of “achieving

number one priority” and emphasized the importance of relevant education and increase in awareness.

leading copyright protection level for revitalizing the copyright industry.”

Chairman Jeong Hong-taek said, “Korea is a leading nation in terms of active cultural contents and

Finally, after presenting KCOPA’s mission of “contribution to the copyright industry through copyright

protection of copyrights” and reminded everyone that we should take pride in our achievements. Music

protection,” Director Yoon Tae-yong gave his pledge and asked for support and interest by saying “We

Critic Lim Jin-mo also expressed his deep appreciation for the activities of KCOPA and gave his

will make our visions into reality through the 4 strategic directions.”

words of blessing by saying “A journey of a thousand miles begins with a single step, but I think we can
rest easy if we simply implement the visions and various activities planned by KCOPA.”
Lastly, the panels expressed their expectations on the future and hopes of KCOPA by saying “When

“KCOPA Creating Happiness for All Artists and Users”

we combine all the copyright administrators, users, and people of interest, it surmounts to the entire

In the second part of the first year anniversary, the “Copyright Protection Talk Concert” followed. Under

population of Korea,” and “We hope KCOPA can play a big role in bringing happiness to the people of

the topic of “Let’s Talk about Creating a Virtuous Ecosystem of Copyrights and Protection of Korean

this country.”

Wave Contents,” Hongik University Department of Cultural Art Business Administration Professor Ko
Jeong-min stepped up as the presider.
The panels included the No. 1 entertainment reporter in Korea and the Chairman of Korea
Reproduction and Transmission Rights Association Jeong Hong-taek, popular music critic and
Copyright Protection Deliberation Committee Member Lim Jin-mo, Leader of Copyright Management
Team of CJ E&M Hwang Gyeong-il, lawyer and Vice President of Consumers Korea Baek Dae-yong,

06 Music Critic Lim Jin-mo expressing his views at the Copyright Talk Concert
07 Copyright Talk Concert that led to diverse discussions
06

and college student and Copyright OK Reporters Gong Hye-min. They introduced their personal
experiences and relevant practices related to copyright protection and discussed on the direction of
protecting Korean Wave contents overseas, roles and responsibilities of KCOPA, and more.
Chairman Jeong Hong-taek gave his evaluation by saying “When looking back to the past year of
KCOPA, the visible results point more to 10 years of efforts.” Music Critic Lim Jin-mo introduced the
changed status of copyright and said, “When I began my critic career in the 1990s, the value of the
copyright industry was only at 8% compared to the record and performance industry, but now the
copyright industry is overwhelmingly in the leading position.”
By using the popular tvN drama <Goblin> as an example, Team Leader Hwang Gyeong-il said, “Along
with the development of networks, there is an increase of Korean contents access by overseas users,
illegal use,” and he emphasized that “Because they are potential legal users, we need to resolve the
issues through collaboration.” Lawyer Baek Dae-yong said, “Illegal content users have a tendency
of not being aware that they are committing a crime,” and cautioned on the handling of potential
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but there are difficulties and sensitive issues due to different usage per country and restrictions on

07

criminals.
In addition, he surprised the less knowledgeable crowd by saying “The violators of the Copyright
Act can be imposed with imprisonment and fines equivalent to special violence, forgery of a private

18

document, and unlawful interference with an officer in the execution of his duty.”
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Live Scene of Copyright Protection

4 Individuals, 4 Colors
‘Guardian of Copyright’ Interview

Guardians of Copyright has been organized in order to create a healthy copyright environment
eradicating the distribution of illegal work on and offline. The ‘Telecommuting Guardians’ are
responsible for monitoring the distribution of illegal copies visual and audio contents, while the
‘Silver Watchdogs’ are responsible for monitoring and uncovering illegal copies distribution sites

We are the stepping-stone towards
a healthy copyright ecosystem

for illegally copied character products, copied DVD or Hyodo radio. The reason that the Guardians
of Copyright project is more meaningful is because of its pursuit of two values, copyright protection
and job creation for the socially disadvantaged. Those who were able to work but were turned down
because of prejudice, such as the disabled, career interrupted women, unemployed young adults
and senior citizens over 60 years of age, have applied with various stories, and are now leading the

The Guardians of Copyright had begun their activities with the commencement ceremony last March, as the

protection of copyright with one mind.

starting point. The Guardians of the Copyright is comprised of ‘Telecommuting Guardians’, which includes the
disabled, career interrupted women, multi-cultural families, lower income families and young adults, and ‘Silver
Watchdogs’, which include senior citizens ages 60 and over. We’ve went ahead and captured the stories of the
Guardians who are working around the clock to protect our copyrights.
Written by. Guest Reporter Kim Ji-won Images by. Ko In-sun
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Telecommuting Guardian

Telecommuting Guardian

Ji-un Kim

Hye-im Yeom

Guardians of Copyright, Ji-un Kim (27 y/o, F), is a disabled person

Guardian of Copyright, Hye-im Yeom (38 y/o, F) is a working-mom. While actively working as a designer for a

suffering from a category 3 upper extremity functions physical

famous corporation, she was also in charge of employee job training. Although she got married and had kids

disability, and is a telecommuter working on the domestic

while working, she felt that she was becoming more detached from happiness with ever decreasing confidence

protection team. Although she has been diagnosed as a disabled

that she could do it. She found it difficult to see her kids, even if she stuck with the 9 to 6 work schedule, and

person, there isn’t much restriction with daily activities as long

didn’t have enough time to prepare dinner for her family.

as it’s not excessive. She was very interested in fine arts from an

“I found the Guardians of Copyright recruiting notice while I was taking a year break from work. The fact that I

early age and has been pursuing her dream as a vocalist in college.

could plan my own work schedule was very appealing. I work from home between the hours of 10 am and 5 pm

She had taken time off from college for a couple of years due to

while simply pressing a button to punch in and out. This significantly reduced my commuting time and made me

financial woes, but when she returned she continued studying

happy as a mother that I could actually take my kid to kindergarten.”

with outside scholarships during her senior year. However, she

She’s very satisfied with her work schedule, working 4 days during the weekday and 1 day during the

couldn’t help but worry about her future and the reality she would face after graduation. Although she had her

weekend. This allowed for her to run errands during the weekday and go on picnics with her kids while it’s less

talents verified in Italy, with numerous recommendations for studying abroad, she became hesitant with reality.

busy.

“When I looked at myself objectively and strictly, I didn’t have the confidence to compete alongside prospects

“I’m particularly interested in copyright because of my background in design. One of the most common thing

gathering from around the world. I started re-imagining my life in society, which was different from when I was

in my line of work was getting a communication from particular law firms notifying me that I have infringed on a

younger, as I began my internship at a development bank for a year before graduating.”

copyright, and that I must settle or face arbitration. Most of the time, I tis because of the font that’s being used. You

However, finding employment was very difficult. As I became exhausted and worn out from job searching,

can unknowingly become an illegal user while expanding a platform given a usage-restrictive situation.”

I found the Guardian of Copyright recruit notice. As soon as I saw the job posting, I thought of a friend who is a

Her bond with copyright sparked from personal interest where she began studying to obtain a certificate in

composer. The friend of mine won a competition as a composer. However, my friend’s music was distributed and

copyright instructor. However, she later learned that the scope of copyright far exceeded what she thought as she

shared without permission and I had tried to help my friend in need by gathering evidence of illegal sharing of the

started working as a Guardian of Copyright.

music.

“I’m currently part of the domestic protection team and tasked with identifying and reporting illegally

Guardian of Copyright Ji-un Kim, is part of the domestic protection team, and is tasked with identifying and

distributed movies on web-hard sites. I, initially thought that these movies were only available through a flat rate

filtering illegal media contents on web-hard sites. She notes that the experience she gathered while helping her

website or through replay TV, but it was quite shocking to

friend was a big help in her current position. She reports website URLs, publishers and the contents through

discover that there were so many in distribution.”

evidence gathering. First step is taking screen shots of the posted contents, followed by the content download,
then finally the capturing screen shots of the video content that is playing.

She looked backed and reflected on herself for thinking
‘As long as I don’t do it’ when there were people around
her sharing movies and music on various on-line cafes.

because of the programs we use. The only thing we must be cautious of is duplicate reporting, and the fact that

Recently, she’s been actively informing others of copyright

our reports may be rejected if the fields are not accurately filled out. I believe the core requirement of this job is to

and recommending the deletion of illegal content on an

be thorough. I believe this job is well suited for me, given that my detail oriented personality.”

online café where she is very active. She also notes that

Guardian of Copyright, Ji-un Kim, had reported over 900 illegally shared contents during her 5 months
employment period since March. Although proud of the achievement, it’s very regrettable that there are so many

she would like to inform others around her regarding the
new awareness she has of copyright.
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“I gather evidence and report about 10 illegal contents per day. It’s much easier than when I helped my friend

illegally shared contents. She’s becoming more confident with the increased workload. She continually wishes

“It is clearly illegal to share creative work that someone

that she had her own content with the growing knowledge regarding copyright. She expects that the knowledge

has put their efforts in for free. I understand that I have

she gathers throughout her work will have a positive effect on the protection of contents she hopes to create in

to make an effort to protect such copyrights, but I hope

the future. Furthermore, she hopes to be well educated in copyright so that she may be able to provide advice to

that those around me are also aware of the importance of

24

friends who are in difficult predicaments due to copyright issues.

copyright.”
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Silver Watchdogs
Sung-kwan Oh
The Silver Watchdogs have been organized in February and began their activities a little sooner than the Guardians
of Copyright. Silver Watchdog member, Sung-kwan Oh (63 y/o, M) worked as an auditor responsible for public
discipline and safety and retired in 2012. He been highly enthusiastic and dedicated his life to create a better
society and submitted over 70 ideas to improve the society through the People’s Voice, where some have
received the ‘Best Idea Award’. After retirement, rather than thinking about how to earn more money or looking
out for his security and safety, he thought about ways to contribute to the community. He took on a new challenge
when he registered a research institute to carry out policy research projects back in May of 2016.
“I thought about ways I could give back to the community with the know-how I accumulated by trading my
youth. As soon as I tried to start a public service project, I was informed about the Silver Watchdogs and how they
were recruiting. Given that the sole purpose of the research institute and the Silver Watchdogs were identical in
the aspect that it was to benefit the community, I proceeded forward and applied to become a Silver Watchdog.”
The impact only grew as he found out more about illegally copied content, which can crumble someone’s
achievements that took years of hard work and effort within an instance. He realized that his responsibilities

Telecommuting Guardian
Hyung-min Park

were that much greater.
“From 1 PM to 7 PM, I search every road and alleys. The benefit of being a Silver Watchdog is that you can

Guardian of Copyright, Hyung-min Park (27 y/o, M) is a college student looking forward to graduating, and

get answers from anyone, including small shops and shoe repair shops, which are considered to have the

is currently part of the international protection team. He’s very passionate with his job because of his lack of

highest seniorities in the neighborhood. The know-how you can only obtain from years of experience helps

actual field experience, even though his knowledge related to copyright is on par with an expert as a student

when identifying illegal products. You can find illegal items such as the Hyodo radio, in the dark corners of

majoring in a field in connection with copyright.

public welfare barbershops or the bottom shelf of jewelry stores.”

“All college students are worried about employment. I’m the same. While I was looking for work, I’ve

There are positive effects when you search the streets. Aside from enforcement, you can also help many of

learned about the young adult Guardian of Copyright. I believed it to be a perfect opportunity to get a first-

those who are in trouble. I’ve helped an elderly person who fell subsequent to an acute cerebral infarction, and

hand experience in the field.”

reported an accident. There have been many instances where lost wallets were returned to the police officer.

He identifies websites with servers located over-seas and plays an intermediary role blocking access from
Korea to such websites. In the process, he’s able to verify the issues that he was only aware via concept. He
notes that he’s had a lot to think about regarding the issue of the reality where proxy makes the access easier
to such illegal websites, and the difficulty in apprehension of criminals in the act.

Silver Watchdog member, Sung-kwan Oh, notes that the purpose of the organization is not to enforce, but
guiding others around you to live a lawful life.
“When I take part in the enforcement and inspection,
I try to approach others with a respectful yet polite
manner. I believe that if you respect others, those who

only made me be more careful, because I’m aware that it is more dangerous to approach something with a

have committed an illegal act would realize their faults

mediocre knowledge than to carefully approaching an issue because of the lack of knowledge.

and regret their wrong-doings. It also helps avoiding any

“I believed that it was possible to fulfill a balance between copy-right and copy-left. I hoped for the

violent encounters. Don’t you think that if an entire group,

coexistence of variety, creativity and rights. However, through my job, I learned that it is difficult to be creative

rather than individuals, were to go forth in the right direct,

without the protection of copyright, and that illegal sharing of content harms variety.”

that our community would be a better place to live?”
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There are those that may believe my job is easier given that I studied in the same field. However, that

Guardian of Copyright, Hyung-min Park, noted that he hopes that there were more job opportunities that

He plans on doing his best, not only to complete his

allows oneself to clearly measure their competency before challenging their dreams, and that he was very

duty, but also for the betterment of the community and

happy that the Korea Copyright Protection Agency was a leader in the society where many young men and

to be an example for the next Silver Watchdog that will
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women will follow their dreams.

continue the task.
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Introduction of ICOTEC Speakers
02

01

05

04 The President of ALAI Frank Gotzen giving
the keynote speech on the topic of “Copyright
and AI”
05 Guest speaker and Korea University School
of Law Professor Lee Dae-hui giving his
speech on “Measures on Technical Protection
and Regulation Enactment”

06

11

01 The Director of Copyright Office Moon
Yeong-ho from the Ministry of Culture, Sports
and Tourism giving congratulatory message
02 The Director of Korea Copyright Protection
Agency (KCOPA) Yoon Tae-yong giving the
greeting message
03 The Chairman of Korea Copyright Commission
Lim Won-seon giving the welcoming speech

07

10

12 In session 3, Representative of COOLJAMM
Company Choi Byeong-ik introducing
“Examples of Music Composition Application
Using Machine Learning”
13 Copyright R&D Technology Transfer Seminar
held as a side event of ICOTEC 2017

15

10 In session 3, the Vice President of Deloitte
Consulting Korea Yang Seok-hun presented
on “The Perspective of Copyright Technology
Startup Investors: Criteria of AI Startup.”
11 In session 3 “The New Horizon of Copyright
Technology,” the Representative of Muhayu
Inc. Shin Dong-ho presented on “Plagiarism
Detection and AI” based on Copy Killer.

13
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14 “Visiting Business Seminar” for sharing
information on copyright technology markets in
Asia
15 “The 8th Digital Copyright Association
Conference” with presentations on papers and
researches related to digital copyrights

12

04

06 In session 1, Inha University Department of
Computer Engineering Professor Cho Geun-sik
presenting on “Are Contents Created by AI Part of
Copyright Protection?”
07 In session 1, the Vice President of DRM Inside
Yoon Hui-don introducing “Research on Utilization
of AI for Prevention of Infringement on Media”

09

08

08 In session 2, the Asia Pacific Technical
Supervisor of the Motion Picture Association of
America (MPAA) Michael Kwan presenting on
“Responding to Illegal Applications Using AI”
09 The Director of Music Copyright Infringement
of the Interna tional Federa tion of the
Phonographic Industry (IFPI) Jeremy Banks
introducing “Protection of Music Using New
Technologies” during session 2

14

03
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The 6th Copyright Technology Awards
Awardee/Winning Corporation

LEE UK-SAE

KIM TAE-HYEON

KIM HAK-HUI

PARK MYEONG-CHAN

SHIN CHANG-GWON

Director of Codemind Co., Ltd.

CTO of DRM Inside Co., Ltd.

Senior Manger of Korea Reproduction and

HQ Director of HM Consulting Inc.

Vice President of LS Ware Co., Ltd.

-

The Minister of Culture,

The Chairman of the Presidential Council

Transmission Rights Association

The Director of Korea Copyright

The Chairman of Korea Copyright

The Chairman of Korea Federation of

Sports and Tourism Award

on Intellectual Property Award

The World Intellectual Property Organization Award

Protection Agency Award

Commission Award

Copyright Organizations Award

ICOTEC 2017
Copyright Technology
Exhibition
•••••
Major Participating
Corporations/Associations

DRM Inside Co., Ltd.
DRM Inside is a research-oriented company that
specializes in standardization, consulting, and
development of technical R&D that can satisfy copyright
holders, distributors, solution companies, and consumers
for the process of digital contents protection and
distribution. It services the world’s first e-book streaming
DRM technology “OPENS2,” scanned comics recognition
technology “SCOBIS,” etc.
02-430-7267, www.drminside.com

Muhayu Inc.
Based on large-scale document comparison technology
and core technology of plagiarism detection, Muhayu is
operating a plagiarism monitoring service called Copy Killer
(www.copykiller.com).” It is developing a technology that can

MWStory Co., Ltd.
MWStory is a company that specializes in protection of
personal/corporate information and mobile contents
production. Its main solution is UCT (Universal Contents
Tag)-based illegal contents tracking management system
“ICMS.” Including open-type services such as web hard,
“ICMS” supports efficient illegal contents monitoring
tasks by expanding monitoring targets.
02-953-7812, www.mwstory.com
IWAZ Co., Ltd.
IWAZ is a company specializing in solutions for
researching and developing products such as information
search technology-based search engine, data collection,
natural language processing, text mining, big data
(collection/analysis/processing), and AI. It provides highcapacity search engine “IWAZ Search Server,” big databased collection engine “IWAZ Crawler,” etc.
042-936-9000, www.iwaz.co.kr

MarkAny Co., Ltd.
Based on DRM and watermarking source technologies,
it is a leader in the domestic and international market for
business areas such as prevention of internal information
leak, prevention of document forgery, digital contents
distribution security, and watermarking application
solutions.
“Content TRACKERTM” is a contents forensic watermark
solution that tracks illegal distribution channels of
multimedia contents.
02-2262-5361, www.markany.com
Korea Reproduction and Transmission Rights
Association (KORRA)
KORRA is a copyright trust management organization
that manages entrusted copying and transmission of
copyrighted works such as literary works, photos, and
art. It performs tasks related to permitting copyright use,
collection of indemnification, and distribution.
Not only in Korea, but it performs trust management
under copyright agreements with 28 copyright
organizations overseas such as in the U.S., U.K., and
Australia.
02-2608-2800, www.korra.kr
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LS Ware Co., Ltd.
Based on the corporate philosophy of “Providing systems for
freer user environment,” the company is striving to become
one of the top 50 system software companies by 2020. Along
with open source SW compliance solution, it has solutions
such as “Omni-VM,” “SecuMS,” and “Omni-IM.”
02-6919-0321, www.lsware.com

more accurately discern plagiarism by using AI technology
and the company is leading the way for increasing the
awareness on cited sources and copyright usage.
02-2115-8765, www.copykiller.com

SHOPCAST
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Copyright Technology in the Era A.I.

The conference has led active discussions by selecting topics in line with the copyright distribution
environment and technical developments that change by the year and contributed to international cooperation

International Copyright Technology
Conference 2017

toward the goal of copyright protection.
This year’s ICOTEC was on the topic of “The Age of AI and Copyright Technology.” Copyright experts and
key figures in fields related to copyright protection from Korea and overseas attended the conference and
contemplated on the direction of the 4th industrial revolution and copyright protection by introducing examples
of creative works and copyright protection technologies using AI and sharing the loopholes and issues related
to the application of the current laws.

On November 1, the “2017 International Copyright Technology Conference (ICOTEC)” was held at the EL Tower

In his congratulatory message, the Director of Copyright Office Moon Yeong-ho from the Ministry of Culture,

in Yangjae-dong, Seoul. Attended by more than 400 people, including copyright experts and key figures in the

Sports and Tourism, said, “We are currently facing the need to revise the existing Copyright Act and the

IT field from Korea and overseas, there were in-depth discussions concerning “The Age of AI and Copyright

system,” and “I hope this conference can be a good opportunity to find the direction and insights for copyright

Technology.”

policies for the 4th industrial revolution.”

Written by. Guest Reporter Lim Yeong-hyeon Images by. Kim Yeong-seon

Copyright Protection in the Age of AI
The keynote speech from the President of ALAI Frank Gotzen announced the official beginning of the
01

02

conference. Based on the topic of “Copyright Protection and AI,” President Gotzen emphasized the need to
modify relevant laws and cross-national cooperation in preparation for the age of “strong AI.”
During his introduction, he said, “AI can be classified as weak AI that assists man and strong AI that is able
to think for itself by collecting information, learning, and accumulating experience,” and “Whether to grant
copyright and restrictive measures upon copyright protection infringement changes depends on which AI is
utilized for the creative work.” In addition, he mentioned, “The conventional copyright principle can be applied
to weak AI because man can supervise and choose the entire process, but whether to grant copyright on
creative works produced by strong AI or protect them using rights other than copyright such as database right
or integrated circuit protection right still requires more discussion.” He then added, “Because technologies
belong to the entire world, it is difficult to enforce them with only one country’s laws, and international treaties
require incredible amount of effort and time.” Finally, President Gotzen said, “If strong AI infringes on copyright
or causes a system error, it creates complication in terms of accountability more than anything else.” He then

01 Crowd listening to the keynote speech of the President of ALAI Frank Gotzen
02 Booths of companies that participated in the Copyright Technology Exhibition All throughout the event, there was an endless flow of
visitors.

emphasized the need to prepare for the coming age of strong AI.
Following the speech, Korea University School of Law Professor Lee Dae-hui gave his speech. With the
title “Measures on Technical Protection and Regulation Enactment,” Professor Lee Dae-hui pointed out the

World’s Copyright Experts in One Place

Professor Lee said, “Technologies led to copyrights and the history of copyright protection is the history

The “2017 International Copyright Technology Conference (ICOTEC),” which was organized by the Ministry of

of responding to technical developments.” In addition, he believed, “Measures on technical protection is

Culture, Sports and Tourism and supervised by Korea Copyright Protection Agency (KCOPA) and Korea Copyright

about technologies that prevent reproduction by blocking the very access to copyrights,” and “legislation on

Commission (KCA) was successfully held at the EL Tower in Yangjae-dong, Seoul, on November 1.

technical protection will be effective against AI as well.”
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direction of copyright protection system following the development of new technologies such as AI.

The ICOTEC that is being held for the 7th time this year is an event where experts from around the world
gather to introduce the latest copyright protection technologies and seek measures against changes in the

Session 1 “Balance and Development of Copyright Technology”

32

future copyright environment.

The conference moved onto 3 separate sessions that enriched the content. The topics of the sessions were
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“Balance and Development of Copyright Technology,” “Challenge and Overcoming of Copyright Technology,”

effectively preventing copyright infringement such as

and “New Horizon of Copyright Technology.”

prevention of illegal reproductions using the ‘Bayesian

In the first session of “Balance and Development of Copyright Technology,” Chung-Ang University Professor

Reasoning,’ which is a type of AI machine learning.”

Lee Gyu-ho took the chair, and presentations were given in the order of “Are Contents Created by AI Part of

After explaining the concept of “Bayesian Reasoning,”

Copyright Protection?” by Inha University Department of Computer Engineering Professor Cho Geun-sik and

he mentioned the P2P “Bit Torrent” case in Hong

“Research on Utilization of AI for Prevention of Infringement on Media” by Vice President of DRM Inside Yoon

Kong as an example. When he received a question

Hui-don.

on whether there were more specific examples of

Professor Cho Geun-sik observed the area of service application for contents mashup (to converge or

using AI to prevent illegal reproductions, he answered,

create new data by providing various data or contents) in the general sense and introduced actual practices

“AI is being widely used,” and “By using hash value

in the industry by describing the mashup of video contents, which has recently emerged as a hot topic. He

comparison, contents and video clips, and frames, AI

introduced the platform developed at the Inha University’s Artificial Intelligence Laboratory that connects to

can recognize and detect the results.”

the internet by introducing augmented reality to video media and the technical research that enables a computer
to create films, which is being conducted at the Inha University’s AI Content Creation Research Center.

The Director of Music Copyright Infringement of
the International Federation of the Phonographic

04

05
04 The host announcing the beginning of ICOTEC event
05 The Director of Korea Copyright Protection Agency
(KCOPA) Yoon Tae-yong giving greeting message

An opportunity for various discussions ranging from the creation and protection using AI were provided as

Industry (IFPI) Jeremy Banks presented on “Protection

Professor Cho Geun-sik introduced the attempts to enable the consumers to directly create video contents

of Music Using New Technologies.” Director Jeremy

by utilizing existing contents and the Vice President of DRM Inside Yoon Hui-don presented on plans to utilize

Banks kicked off with the role of IFPI, which represents

AI for the prevention of video contents infringement. Vice President Yoon Hui-don explained measures on

the recording industries worldwide. He said, “Because the illegal music posted on the internet, etc. are so

effectively finding video contents that have been modified to avoid regulatory enforcement among illegally

incredibly vast that despite our request for deletion on search engines all year round, we lack the manpower and

distributed video contents that infringe copyrights by using AI as well such as finding reproductions with

time,” and “In order to make prompt and accurate decisions on copyright infringement, we need more funds and

inserted videos inside images and mirror-imaged videos.

manpower as well as expanding technical applications such as big data and machine learning.”

Session 2 “Challenge and Overcoming of Copyright Technology”

Session 3 “The New Horizon of Copyright Technology”

In the second session of “Challenge and Overcoming of Copyright Technology,” two experts from overseas

In the third session of “The New Horizon of Copyright Technology,” diverse examples on creative works and

gave their presentations. The Asia Pacific Technical Supervisor of the Motion Picture Association of America

protection technology using AI were presented such as the criteria of AI startup, plagiarism checking, and AI

(MPAA) Michael Kwan presented on “Responding to Illegal Applications Using AI.” Based on his years of work

music composition application.

at a law enforcement agency, Technical Supervisor Kwan said we are in an era where we can resolve copyright

With the title “The Perspective of Copyright Technology Startup Investor: Criteria of AI Startup,” the Vice

infringement crimes using scientific methods rather than conventional investigative methods. He said, “We are

President of Deloitte Consulting Korea Yang Seok-hun presented on the conditions for successful AI startup
company from the perspective of companies investing in technologies. Vice President Yang revealed that
“In the case of Korea, investments in AI are passive, and although there are more than 100 companies that
represent AI business, a careful look at the companies did not result in any potential companies that can lead

03 The excitement at the ICOTEC scene gathered by copyright intellects from all over the world

He then provided advice for those who have decided to jump in to the AI industry. “To grab the attention of
the investors, you have to check a few criteria such as whether you have AI source technology, whether there
is growth potential in the AI industry of Korea and neighboring countries, etc.”
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the 4th industrial revolution.”

The Representative of Muhayu Inc. Shin Dong-ho, who operates a plagiarism detection service called “Copy
Killer” presented on “Plagiarism Detection and AI.” Representative Shin classified plagiarism into 3 aspects of
03

“copy/pase,” “copy/edit,” and “rewrite,” and explained the specialized copyright protection technologies that

34

can detect each of them, which included “fingerprint technology,” “symbolic AI,” “connective AI.” Following
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this, he introduced the future service direction of Copy
Killer that have been reinforced with AI technology.
launch a service that dramatically increases the

Everything about Copyright at a Glance
“Enriching” Side Events

plagiarism detection performance and quality by using

•••••

Representative Shin announced there are plans to

06

deep learning next year.
The last presentation of session 3 was given by the
Representative Choi Byeong-ik of the COOLJAMM
Company, which is a music startup company.

This “2017 International Copyright Technology Conference (ICOTEC)”
provided diverse side events as well enabling a bird’s eye view on all
the aspects of copyright protection. Introducing the Side Events of the
Conference

Representative Choi Byeong-ik is the developer of
07
06 The Vice President of Deloitte Consulting Korea Yang
Seok-hun presenting on “Criteria of AI Startup”
07 The Representative of COOLJAMM Company Choi
Byeong-ik introducing “music composition application
using machine learning”

“HumOn,” which is an application that composes
music by converting hummed melody into scores
and automatically creating the accompaniment.
Representative Choi gave an introduction by saying
“‘HumOn’ that has been created with machine
learning exceeded 500,000 downloads and there are
more than 10,000 shared songs,” and that machine

learning can now produce new creative works in the area of culture and art. Representative Choi emphasized

The 6th Copyright Technology Awards
Prior to the conference, the 6th Copyright Technology Awards took place. The Copyright
Technology Award is given to individuals and corporations that contributed to the development of copyright
technology. On this day, the honor went to the following winners: ▲ Director of Codemind Lee Uk-sae
(The Minister of Culture, Sports and Tourism Award), ▲ CTO of DRM Inside Kim Tae-hyeon (The Chairman
of the Presidential Council on Intellectual Property Award), ▲ Senior Manger of Korea Reproduction
and Transmission Rights Association Kim Hak-hui (The Korea Reproduction and Transmission Rights
Association Award), ▲ HQ Director of HM Consulting Park Myeong-chan (The Director of Korea Copyright
Protection Agency Award), ▲ Vice President of LS Ware Shin Chang-gwon (The Director of Korea Copyright
Commission Award), ▲ shOpCasT (The Chairman of Korea Federation of Copyright Organizations Award).

that “It is important to accurately understand how far machine learning and deep learning have developed and
how they can be utilized,” and “We have to go beyond the simple imaginations in SF movies, but know and
prepare for the truth and falsity of the 4th industrial revolution.”

Searching for Logical Response to New Copyright Issues in the Age of AI
Because technological development is like a huge wave, a single country or individual cannot go against the
tide of change. Soon, the era of strong AI that surpasses human abilities will be upon us.
This conference became an opportunity to predict the issues of copyright that is newly emerging in the age
of such AI and have in-depth discussions on what type of transnational cooperation and protection technology
are required.
Despite the long hours of proceedings, many participants remained in their seats and put their heads

Outstanding Copyright R&D Technology Transfer Briefing
While the conference sessions were taking place, the Outstanding Copyright R&D Technology
Transfer Seminar was also held. This seminar grabbed a lot of attention by introducing the technologies
of 9 organizations and corporations such as “Development of Forecast Detection Technology for
Preventing Relevant Copyrighted Work Search and Copyright Infringement” from the Electronics and
Telecommunications Research Institute and “Development of High Performance Watermarking Inserting
and Detection System Applicable to Real-time Broadcast for Copyright Protection of UHD Broadcast
Contents” from MarkAny.
Visiting Business Seminar
The “Visiting Business Seminar” was also held, which has the purpose of sharing information
on copyright technology markets in major Asian countries and advancing domestic copyright
technologies. Along with the presentations from overseas guest companies, this seminar provided 1:1
business meetings that gave big help to domestic companies looking to go international.

together. The diverse topics presented by speakers from around the world and heated interests from the crowd
The 8th Digital Copyright Association Conference
The Digital Copyright Association opened its 8th conference at the EL House Hall (8th floor) of
the EL Tower. This conference included presentations and discussions on “Epub DRM National Standard
and Trends of International Standardization” by Manager of DRM Inside Kang Ho-gap, “Standardization
of Terrestrial UHD TV Broadcast Contents Protection Technology” by the Vice President of DigiCAP Oh
Seong-heun, “Audo Recognition Method for Monitoring Broadcast Music” by Yoo Jeong-su Ph.D. from
ITPOP, and “The Latest Trends and Copyright Technology in Digital Music Market” by Consultant Yoo
Jae-in.
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seemed to give a peek into the future of copyright in the face of the changing tides.
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Indonesia, Jordan, Mexico, Nepal, Panama, the Philippines, Thailand,

02

and Viet Nam.
In addition, participation in the discussion by key figures
also raised expectations such as Senior Legal Adviser Min
Eun-ju and Legal Adviser Thomas Dillon of WIPO Intellectual
Property Office, Legal Adviser Roger Kampf of WTO Government
Procurement and Competition Division, Lawyer Jan Nordemann
of Boehmert&Boehmert (legal firm in Germany), and Asia Branch
Manager Kwee Thiang Ang of IFPI.
The opening ceremony began at 11am Korea time. Through
his welcoming message, Director Moon Yeong-ho of the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism Copyright
Office emphasized that “International dialogue and collaboration are important for the issue of copyright
infringements,” and gave an overview of the event by saying “By sharing the present situations of each
01

country concerning copyright infringement examples and civil/criminal penalties, we can broaden mutual
understanding, and through the mock trial, we can have an opportunity to improve practical competencies for
responding to copyright infringements.”

The Gathering of
Global Copyright Guardians

Creating “Healthy Copyright Ecosystem” Through Collaboration
Following Director Moon Yeong-ho, KCOPA Director Yoon Tae-yong came on stage and greeted the guests
who had made the long trip to Korea.

International Copyright Protection Personnel Workshop

Director Yoon Tae-yong expressed his hopes and opinion with “We want to share the process and results of
creating a healthy copyright ecosystem with the copyright experts from each country through the workshop,”
and “To realize a virtuous cycle of creation-distribution-reproduction for differentiated and quality contents,

The International Copyright Protection Personnel Workshop where copyright experts from around the world
and officials of international organizations related to copyright gather together to discuss about the present
and future of copyright protection was held at KCOPA’s Conference Hall. The workshop that was held for 4

the management of copyrights is the most important of all.” In addition, he earnestly asked for collaboration
by saying “Let’s move forward together to create a culture that respects copyrights.”
Chairman of the Korea Copyright Commission Lim Won-seon expressed sense of kinship with “Everyone

days from September 18 to 21 provided an opportunity for the experts from around the world to discuss on

here shares an important interest in copyright,” and said “Let’s find fulfilling and efficient answers to the

copyright infringement types, protection know-hows, responses to the impact of Korean Wave contents, and

question why is our enforcement efforts lacking results.”

future cooperation plans.
Written by. Guest Reporter Kim Ji-won Images by. Kim Yeong-seon

Celebrating the 6th Representative Community of Copyright Protection Collaboration
The “International Copyright Protection Personnel Workshop,” which was jointly organized by the Ministry of

03
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01 Director Yoon Tae-yong giving the welcoming message
02 Participants deeply immersed in Q&A and discussions
03 The scene of meaningful workshop gathered by copyright experts from around the world

Culture, Sports and Tourism and WIPO and jointly supervised by Korea Copyright Protection Agency (KCOPA)
and Korea Copyright Commission (KCA), was successfully held. The event that began registration from 10am
September 18 was attended by all the copyright protection/enforcement experts from the 9 developing

38

nations in Asia/Middle East/Central and South America that registered in advance, which included China,
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Senior Legal Adviser Min Eun-ju of WIPO Intellectual Property Office said, “Copyright protection is a crucial
factor to the production of creative works,” and expressed his greetings with “I am very thankful that people
from so many countries who work hard to prevent illegal activities have gathered for this event.”
Legal Adviser Roger Kampf of WTO also expressed his empathy on the importance of copyright protection
value through a short remark.
After the opening ceremony, a short but important meeting on the first topic followed. Adviser Min Eun-ju
presided the first meeting with the presentation on the topic “International Collaboration for Reinforcing the
Respect for IP.” Adviser Min introduced the “6 Strategic Goals of WIPO” and again emphasized the importance
of international collaboration above all else.
05

Gaining Attention through Korean Wave Contents and Outstanding Copyright Protection
Activities
The workshop comprised of 22 meetings on topics such as plans to reinforce each country’s copyright IP
enforcement system, copyright protection efforts, responsive strategies on copyright infringement, key

The following panel discussion was also very meaningful. It was a special time prepared for the participants

examples of copyright-related conflicts, judicial precedents, new forms of copyright infringements, and

who were interested in the protection and diffusion of the Korean Wave contents and the tremendous intensity

measures on copyright protection.

and interest seemed to demonstrate the world’s interest in the Korean Wave.

The meetings have been designed to enable easy understanding and participation in discussions

During the last agenda that wrapped up all the keynote lectures and presentations, everyone related to the

regardless of whether the nation has active copyright protection activities or not. Accordingly, the participants

fact that “The speed of invisible developments in culture and technology is faster than the speed of changes

from developing countries were able to actively participate as well and had the chance to discuss their

in the world’s regions and substances beyond compare.” In addition, the participants agreed that the best

difficulties and listen to the know-hows of nations leading copyright protection. In particular, Korea’s

practices presented at the workshop is only “the best results for now” and there is need to continuously build

examples on the spread of the Korean Wave and copyright protection activities drew a lot of attention from the

competencies and strengthen collaborative systems. In term of failing to find appropriate measures due to the

participants. This is because the original Korean Wave contents are under relatively safe copyright protection

fear of diplomatic incidents, the participants agreed to find solutions by gradually preparing a system for joint

in Korea and the contents are spreading cultural influence all over the world. The Korean Wave and KCOPA

responses between the public and private sectors.

were few of the core examples of the discussions.

The KCOPA International Protection Team that oversaw the workshop said, “KCOPA is making great efforts

The meetings were presided over by guest experts on behalf of overseas copyright-related organizations

to build an automatic illegal contents monitoring system, inspect the distribution status of overseas contents,

and discussed on copyright-related laws and enforcement measures. And experts from Korea contributed to

and build networks with relevant organizations of copyright at home and abroad. We will continue to actively

better understanding, which included Prosecutor of the Seoul Central District Prosecutor's Office Cho Ah-ra,

utilize international events like this one to create exemplary practices of revitalizing cultural content usage and

President of COA Kwan Jeong-hyeok, Foreign Policy Adviser of Facebook Korea Heo Uk, Leader of CJ E&M

share the know-hows.”

Copyright Team Hwang Gyeong-il.

Increasing the Pie of Creative Ecosystem through

06

Copyright Protection
This workshop was evaluated to have contributed to higher focus and
understanding of the participants through various attempts of differentiated
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04

presentation methods. Participating judicial officers such as prosecutors
and lawyers satisfied the curiosity of the participants by recreating actual
court cases and had the opportunity to prepare for real situations through
the actual proceeding of mock trials for all the participants.

04 Struck by the Korean Wave, there is a rise in copyright
interests in Mexico as well.
05 World’s copyright experts giving their ears to the presenter
06 Adviser Min Eun-ju from WIPO emphasizing the importance
of international collaboration in building respect for IP
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We will protect Korea’s Character Industry!

the joint task force enforcement from last June to October, in cooperation with the Ministry of Culture, Sports and

Into the field of the joint task force of
illegal character production

large scale illegal character dolls and action figures distributors identified through on and offline intelligence

Tourism Special Judicial Police (hereinafter referred to as SJP) by requesting investigations on 9 cases against
activities.
On June 21, early morning, the join control team gathered at exit #2 of Sillim station, in preparation for
search and seizure against 4 claw machine businesses located in an illegal character doll and action figure
circulation hot spot. Tension can be felt given that all 4 businesses must be hit at the same time. The promised

Written by. Korea Copyright Protection Agency Offline Team Sr. Chan-sol Kim
Images by. Korea Copyright Protection Agency Offline Team

entry time is 9 AM. Each of the join control teams completed their preparation near the businesses they were
assigned, and enter the claw machine room as soon as the clock hits 9 AM. It’s the beginning of the join control
enforcement.
The claw machines are arranged in a room as big as 20pyeong or as small as 10pyeong. Each machine is
filled with famous Korean character dolls or action figures tempting people to use the claws to get them out.
The business owners are no where to be found on-site. The business owners are informed of the enforcement
via phone and everyone begins thoroughly examining the figures inside of the machine, because the fake
dolls must be identified between the authentic ones. Recently, the dolls have been stickered with holographic
stickers similar to authentic dolls in order to avoid inspections, and the identifications are very difficult unless
examined by a specialist. As a result, consumers aren’t aware that the character dolls and action figures they
believe to be authentic is actually a fake.
While the enforcement agents are picking through the fake dolls and action figures, the panicked business

Korea’s character market size has exceeded ten trillion won. According to <2016 Character Industry

owner rushes into the business site. The SJP presents the business owner with the warrant and provides a

White Paper (Published by Korea Creative Content Agency)>, the total sales of Korea’s character industry has

detailed explanation of the enforcement, at which point the padlock on the machines have been removed.

increased by 11.4% from 2014 (9 trillion and 257 billion won) to 2015 (10 trillion and 807 billion won). As

As the enforcement agents remove each fake replica, the business owner begins telling his story of how he

the character figures and dolls expanded as a form of hobby to all age groups from the previously exclusive

isn’t able to differentiate between authentic and replicas given that he only receives the products from his

to enthusiasts, new terms such as ‘Kidults’ and ‘Dukhu (mania)’ have formed, and can be deemed the main

distributor. He requests the agents to let him off with a warning, but there wasn’t much that can be done. Most

factor in the increased sales.

owners have stories to tell during an enforcement.

The numbers have been rapidly increasing in recent with the expansion of a new game culture revolving

The business owner admitted to his violation in despair after a long and descriptive explanation regarding

around the claw machine rooms. There are approximately 2800 claw machine rooms that have been identified

copyright infringement, and begins asking about the penalty he should expect. After an explanation that he

by the Korea Copyright Protection Agency through juvenile provided materials within the public data portal and

should faithfully part take in the investigation, he was also informed of the severity and consequences so that

field surveys. Although there are assessments by relevant industry officials that this would “stimulate the Korean

he would never again sell illegal character dolls and action figures.

character industry,” the main issue is regarding the continuously raised concerns about the distribution of
problem. In some of such fake action figures, which are not subjected to safety inspections, there have been
incidents where Phthalate plasticizer, a type of endocrine disrupter, has been identified to be in excess of 400
times the normal standard. The character and action figure industry also indicated that the distribution of
illegal character dolls and action figures have resulted in 2 trillion won worth of damages.

inspections, and the identifications are very difficult unless examined by a specialist.
There was a great sense of responsibility knowing that children would be playing with such toxic dolls
which haven’t even been through safety inspections.
Beads of sweat started rolling down the agents’ forehead as they wrestle through replica dolls for over an
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illegal action figures. In particular, the fake made in China action figures are causing the most significant

Recently, the dolls have been stickered with holographic stickers similar to authentic dolls in order to avoid

hour, and they are resentful of the hot weather even with the sun hiding behind the clouds. There were quite

The Korea Copyright Protection Agency’s Offline Team has recognized the severity concerning the

a number of replica dolls as they count each and every one of them while wiping away at their sweats. There

circulation of illegal character dolls and action figures, and has been implementing a continuous guidelines and

were rather many Pokemon dolls, accounting for more than half of the confiscated dolls. The Pokemons
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enforcement activities targeting claw machine rooms this year. Furthermore, the team has also been executing

confiscated were, Charmander, Pikachu, Snorlax and Vulpix… Names of characters started flowing out from
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the agents. Given that the agents had to study many different types of characters and action figures for this

the details of the warrant, the agents began

enforcement, they were on par with a character specialist through studying and gathering data for each

moving towards their designated areas. The

copyright companies.

agents examine each doll after doll to pick

The joint task force team didn’t stop with the business, but expanded their enforcement area to include the

out the replicas and place them in the doll

warehouses through the information gathered overtime. The business owners went as far as displaying anger

collection box which was specially designed for

by stating, “Haven’t you guys done enough? Why don’t you guys cut me a little slack?”. The agents become a

this particular join task force inspection. The

little nervous that a scuffle might occur after the owner displaying his agitation. Fair enough to say, the agents

dolls were categorized by copyright company,

have witnessed numerous occasions where the owners trying to resist the enforcement and began throwing

character type, and size… If they are not

objects and using violent languages. However, the owner changed his tone and starts telling a sob story,

categorized during collection, they would have to go through the same process once the inspection is over.

which is eventually followed by despair when the agents note, “If you do no cooperate with the investigation,

Therefore, even if it takes additional time in the beginning, they categorize each and every item and mark the

there will be additional punishment. We have already confirmed that you store additional shipments in your

accurate number collected.

warehouse. So, can you please open the warehouse doors?” There were dozens of character dolls, still in their

The categorization took a little over 2 hours even though there were 12 agents on scene. The quantity of

wrappers, stored in the warehouse. The dolls were fake replicas smuggled from China. There was a great

the supply was very surprising as well. Popular character dolls from each company were piled high in the

sense of responsibility knowing that children would be playing with such toxic dolls which haven’t even been

plastic collection container, including Pokemons. The total number collected from this single location would

through safety inspections.

have completely filled a 3.5-ton truck.

The total number of fake dolls found in the 4 claw machine rooms reached 2,986. The conversion to authentic

Moving all the confiscated items in this summer heat required a significant amount of stamina. Given that

character dolls and figures totaled in approximately 40 million won in damages, and would fill a 3.5-ton truck.

the agents have already exhausted their strength during the morning sting, moving all of the confiscated

Knowing that this was the figure generated from only 4 claw machine businesses, it can only be imagined

replicas from the basement to the ground floor just seemed impossible. The cute dolls, which had large bright

how many replica dolls are circulating nationwide.

eyes in the morning, now looked worse than Chucky in <Child’s Play> in the eyes of the exhausted agents.

As soon as the claw machine room inspection was completed, the agents immediately moved to

The size and weight of the seize bag was far more than expected, and all the agents were drenched in sweat

Jeonnong-don in Dongdaemun-gu in order to serve another warrant against a business distributing illegal

from their heads to their toes. They were desperate for a non-existent elevator to magically show up while

character dolls through an on-line shopping mall. The agents were resentful towards the traffic congestion

they were moving all of the bags up from the basement. Once all the seized items were loaded onto the truck,

in Seoul, which seemed unaware of their anxiousness. After driving approximately for an hour through the

the agents were able to catch their breath and wipe away the sweat rolling down their face and neck.

congested streets, they finally arrived to their destination!

Even though it was a very hot day and the work itself was exhausting, knowing that every honest sweat

They’ve been here numerous times while gathering intel.

counted… we can believe that our sweat will be well needed nourishment to create an honest copyright

Knowing that today will be the last time they’ll have to be

ecosystem. Similar to being able to hold your previous child for the first time only after labor, everyone

here, all of their hard work and efforts flash by like a slide

believed that the reward after the agony of creation should be returned to the creator and that we should work

show. They pray for the best possible results. They weren’t

harder in order to make that belief a reality.
The joint task force’s inspection had cracked down on a total of 9 locations, with 4 claw machine

they have been here, but finally, they get to set foot inside, and

businesses and 5 online shopping mall distributors between June and August. The inspection was executed

take their first step with excitement.

in cooperation between the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism Copyright SJP and related organizations.

As they head down towards the basement, they are
presented with a fairly large sized warehouse style office.

The seized number of illegally produced character dolls totaled 28,971 items (approximately 16 tons in
weight), or 600 million won in damages when converted against authentic goods.
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able to take a peek inside regardless of how many times

Dozens of wrapped dolls are neatly stacked on each display

Although the field work was completed, the close to 30,000 seized items must be further analyzed, and

case. There were over 100 boxes filled with wrapped dolls,

additional intelligence activities concerning illegally distributed character dolls, on and offline, will continue.

which haven’t even seen daylight. The business owner

This is our task and responsibility, which is carried out with the sense of duty ‘Anyone can do it, but not

and the employees were shocked to see the joint task

everyone will do it’. We end this day believing that the invisible yet valuable difficulties and pain that every agent
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force agents. After explaining the purpose of their visit and

experiences on-site will become the foundation for future Korea’s copyright industry advancement.
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aware of the meaning of copyright, which may be due to the fact that there are many copyright related elements
included in the current elementary school curriculum. However, it may still be difficult for these students to
determine which specific acts may infringe on copyrights in real life. It is important to guide these students
to become healthy content consumers and creators through on-site education. ‘Classrooms with Licensed
Materials’ prepared by the Korea Copyright Protection Agency and the Korea Software Property-Right Council
went directly to the children and presented the copyright material at their level. Starting with this event, there are
10 additional elementary schools, including Incheon's Kanghwa Elementary School, Gyeonggi-do’s Hangaram
Elementary School and Chungcheong-do’s Chang-ri Elementary School, that will benefit from the program for
2017. It definitely is a first leap into establishing the awareness of copyright protection in our future society.

“You are the future creators”
The 220 students from all 8 classrooms in the 6th grade were present in the auditorium. The rowdiness
KCOPA Director Tae-yong Yoon delivers greetings in front of
the 6th grade students of SungIn Elementary School

subsided as soon as the ‘Classrooms with Licensed Materials’ program was introduced following the
principal’s announcement. Principal Soon-min Park delivered a welcome speech introducing the program by
announcing “Only one elementary school in all of Seoul! There will only be 10 events, and the first presentation
is being held here, at Sung-in Elementary School! I hope that everyone will better understand the meaning of

Value of copyright from a children’s
perspective

copyright and authenticity on such a special occasion and wish that it’ll help in your future endeavors”. With
the greeting by Director Tae-yong Yoon from the Korea Copyright Protection Agency, “I was very surprised that
everyone knew what copyright was. However, do you know why we believe copyright is very important? It’s
because if we do not recognize the hard work and efforts by those who create great products, the economy and

2017 Classrooms with Licensed Materialsy

the industry cannot make further advancements. This is why we must respect the copyright, which protects
such works. I understand that everyone here is our future creators that can make great things happen.
Additionally, everyone here is a consumer of creative work by others. I hope we can provide a chance for

The first annual ‘Classrooms with Licensed Materials,’ which teaches elementary school students to
understand and respect the value of intellectual property, was held at Sungin Elementary School on the 17th.
It was a valuable moment for the entire class of 6th graders, totaling 220 students, gathered in the auditorium

everyone to think about the value of copyright as creators and consumers through fun quizzes!” it was evident
that the interests of the students were peaked with everyone answering “Yes~”. Those who are best suited to
understand the student’s level of awareness regarding copyright and provide a customized copyright curriculum

to learn about copyright, as well as a chance to guide the children who will become future authors, musicians,

would be the teachers in the front-line. We’ve asked what the student’s understanding was with regards to

developers or cartoonists to in the right direction.

copyright awareness to the homeroom teacher from classroom 8, Yoon-ah Song. She noted that “Compared

Written by. Guest Reporter Ji Hye-mi Images by. Ko In-sun

to developed countries, our students had a lower level of awareness concerning copyright, evident from
completely copying their homework from online sources, or not providing the original source when citing certain

“We know about copyright!”

sources when citing certain works, and everyone is aware that it is very dangerous to infringe on copyright. I

“Copyright is the right people have when they create a song or a game. We need to protect their rights so that

hope that the students will have a better understanding and become better aware of copyright infringement

they can produce better works in the future. Authentic means real and we know that we shouldn’t use counterfeit

through the ‘Classrooms with Licensed Materials’ so that they never infringe on copyright in the real world.”
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articles. However, I noticed that their awareness is slowly, but surely changing. They provide the necessary

or fake stuff!”
In-hwan Park, from classroom 1 answered firmly to the question asking if they knew what copyright and

“We will be the leaders as the protectors of copyright”

authentic meant prior to the beginning of the event at 10 AM. His friends next to him answered along with

The actual classroom recreation began for “Classrooms with Licensed Materials”. Students stirred as the host
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“Like you can’t copy your friend’s homework!” or “You can’t download illegal stuff online!” Many students were

was introduced on the big screen in the auditorium. It was comedian Sang-tae Ahn, who is active on TV comedy
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01

02

programs. Mr. Ahn walked on stage with a greeting “Hello

asked the eliminated students what they thought to be the answer, and had one representative from each answer

everyone!” through the stirred audience. The auditorium

to provide their reasoning. One of the student who answered X (No) cleverly noted “Even if the friend bought the

was filled with cheers and claps in a moment’s notice.

licensed CD, that friend is not the copyright holder. The copyright is with the person who made the licensed CD or

Mr. Ahn uplifted the atmosphere with his wits and sense

the company, and I used the CD without their permission, so it is copyright infringement.” At everyone’s surprise.

of humor through interacting with the students. When he

It was a great interpretation, which even caught the teachers by surprise. It was another chance to realize the

noted “Today’s copyright class is a class to protect your

higher level of awareness regarding copyright by the students. Finally, the last question to determine the winner.

dreams!” all of the students clapped and cheered. Soon

[Korea’s constitution is protected by the copyright.] The students were split on this question between O and X.

after, the student representative, Mi-hyeon Kim, came

This was the moment where the winner was determined for the OX quiz! The answer was X! The glorious winner

forth and took an oath to lead the copyright protection

was Soo-ah Song from classroom 4. The final 2 took commemorative photographs and received prizes. At the end,

and use of licensed software as the protector of copyright.

Soo-ah Song, noted “The constitution does not contain one’s feelings, ideas or thoughts, so I believed the answer

“First, I will be the protector of copyright regarding creative

would be X. There were many questions that were a little confusing, but I’m glad that I was able to answer correctly

works such as novels, poems, music and art. First, I will

on all of them. I feel like I’ve learned a lot about copyright”

not download any illegal games or software and always
use licensed software. First, I will not illegally share copyrighted material.” The spirited voice of children who were

“Classrooms with Licensed Materials, Dreaming of a Brighter Future”

shouting the oath line by line had filled the auditorium. At 10:20 AM, 5 representatives from each classroom came

At 11:30 AM, group pictures were taken and all programs were coming to an end. The students seemed ecstatic

out and the relay quiz game began, where 1 student presents the questions and the other 4 answers. The point of

to learn about copyright even if it meant that the event with fun and games were coming to an end.

this game was to quickly answer the questions within a given time through teamwork. Although each homeroom

‘Classrooms with Licensed Materials’ is not another event that vaguely teaches students about copyrights.

teachers provided first letter hints, the students boasted their knowledge by easily answering technical terms

It provided the necessary guidance for the students to reconsider the value of copyright and the necessity to

related to software copyright, such as upload, cache and SNS. It was a moment of surprise for the presenters

protect it through examples and quizzes customized to their level. The 6th grade students of Sungin Elementary

when they realized that the students were at a higher level than their expectations. The students in their seats did

School, who were the starting point of the program, displayed their surprising knowledge on copyright today.

not waste one drop of energy cheering their classmates on when it was their turn. At the end, classrooms 4 and 8

Students will be presented with more chances to come in contact with contents with the development of

had tied as winners by answering 9 questions correctly.

technology, and they will be the ones that will be using such contents in various fields. As such, it is imperative
that curriculums regarding copyright to be readily available to our future generations. These students will be

“I’ve became knowledgeable in copyrights after answering the quiz”

the future of Korea’s copyright.

The main event of the day! The OX quiz begun with the participation by all students. The students were off to a
smooth start with the first question [For my poster drawing homework, I found a poster online and drew it similarly
for my homework. Will this be violating the copyright?], answered as O (Yes) by all students. However, with the
increasing level of difficulty regarding acts of copyright infringement, the number of students still remaining in

01 Principal Soon-min Park who is letting the students know that it’ll be a great opportunity to learn about copyrights
02 Relay quiz with classmates and teachers
03 Group picture of the class who won during the team event quiz

their seats steadily decreased. When the students who were eliminated started becoming rowdy, Mr. Ahn noted
“We’re studying while answering questions!” and asked the students for their interest and attention. While O
posted parts of a lyric from a song by Winners. Because he only posted parts of the lyrics instead of posting the
entire music file, it is not infringing on copyright.] The answer to this question was X (No) because lyrics are also
part of the copyright. 6 of the 8 students answered O (Yes) and were eliminated, leaving the last 2 students!
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and X were interchanging the students were presented with the 8th question. [The fan club president, Jae-seok,

03

Both students were able to answer the 9th question and were presented with the 10th question. [I tried to do
my writing homework using a computer program, but I didn’t have the program CD, so I borrowed a licensed CD
from a friend to install the program and do my homework. The computer program was installed from a licensed
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program CD that my friend bought, so it is not copyright infringement.] It was not an easy question. Mr. Ahn had
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Copyright Issues Following Diversification of Media and Platforms
The 26th Open Copyright Forum dealt with “media copyrights” that interest many broadcasters. Lawyer Jeon
Se-jun, who has a unique career background of legal work and Africa TV BJ (Broadcasting Jockey), gave a
presentation on the topic “The Past and Present of Broadcasting, and Copyright Issues.”
01

02

Lawyer Jeon began with the fact that there is an increase in the risk of copyright infringement following
the diversification and evolution of media contents and platforms, and he introduced the measures against
copyright infringements according to the changes in media. He expressed his view by saying “The method of

Media Copyright Story That All future
Broadcasters Should Know
The 26th Open Copyright Forum

creative work consumption has diversified along with mechanical changes, and the history of copyright can
be seen as the history of responding to technological advancements.” After providing easy to understand
descriptions on copyright infringements per era and stratum such as single-person broadcast creators using
TV Pad, web hard, and game broadcasting, Lawyer Jeon emphasized that “For the purpose of copyright
protection and contents creation, we must first learn about the past responses to copyright infringements and
continuously think about and take interest in why we have to protect copyrights.”

The 26th Open Copyright Forum was held at the Dong-Ah Institute of Media and Arts in Anseong, Gyeonggi

Vivid Stories from Experienced Broadcasters

Province on September 21. Participated by more than 300 students and local residents hoping to be future

Following the easy to understand and fun presentation of Lawyer Jeon, the “Copyright OK Talk Concert”

broadcasters, this event became an opportunity to learn about using copyrights and fair copyrighted works
from diverse media contents.
Written by. Editorial Department Images by. Ko In-sun

opened, where the audiences were able to talk to experienced broadcasters and ask questions to satisfy their
curiosity. Excitement filled the air as Lawyer Jeon Se-jun, Dong-Ah Institute of Media and Arts Professor Baek
Hyeon-ju, and Africa TV BJ Mbro (Lee Dong-hyeon) appeared as the panels.
Before taking questions from the students, the panels gave their personal opinion on the changing media
copyrights. Professor Baek Hyeon-ju, who is active as a broadcaster and pop culture reporter, answered “In the

Creators, Users, and Copyright Protectors in One Place!

modern society, anyone can be a broadcaster,” and “If are engrossed in who delivers unique information first, we

Organized by KCOPA and Dong-Ah Institute of Media and Arts and sponsored by the Ministry of Culture, Sports and

can lose sight of copyrights. I think it is important for each of us to first build self-interest and self-awareness.”

Tourism, Anseong City Hall, KCTA, and T-Broad Kinam Broadcasting, the 26th Open Copyright Forum was held

As the time for questions from the students came around, flood of questions pointed toward Africa TV BJ Mbro

at the Dong-Ah Institute of Media and Arts’ Entertainment Hall in Anseong, Gyeonggi Province on September 21.

who has recently gained a lot of popularity as a single-person broadcaster. With a wide range of questions

This forum was all the more meaningful by being the first forum sponsored by the local government.

such as how to become a BJ and pros/cons of single-person broadcast, BJ Mbro thoughtfully answered the

The Open Copyright Forum is a program that provides communication and education on daily copyright

questions to match the students’ fervor.
The talk concert that brought together creators, experienced broadcasters, and future broadcasters

incorporated the talk concert format starting this year and expanded audience participation. Also, by connecting

became an opportunity for sharing talks on broadcasting and copyrights as well as satisfying practical curiosity

with the local government, the doors were opened to the local residents as well as college students. The

of the students such as employment and interview tips. The twinkling eyes of the audiences seemed to

event kicked off with OBS Announcer Kim Ha-na as the presider. But, even before the start, the success of

promise a bright future for media copyrights.

the event seemed evident based on the large crowd of participants, who included figures from the organizing

03

institutions such as the Director of KCOPA Yoon Tae-yong, Chancellor of the Dong-Ah Institute of Media and Arts
Choi Yong-hyeok, Deputy Mayor of Anseong City Kim Dae-sun, and Manager No Jeong-dong from the Ministry
of Culture, Sports and Tourism as well as college students and Anseong residents.
In his opening address, KCOPA Director Yoon Tae-yong said, “I am hoping for more in-depth discussions on
media copyrights according to the ever diversifying and changing broadcast media and platforms,” and “We
will give our best to enable safe and active creative work by broadcasters.”

01 The “Copyright OK Talk Concert” opened with Lawyer Jeon Se-jun, Africa
TV BJ Mbro (Lee Dong-hyeon), Dong-Ah Institute of Media and Arts
Professor Baek Hyeon-ju.
02 Lawyer Jeon presenting on the topic “The Past and Present of
Broadcasting, and Copyright Issues”
03 In his opening address, KCOPA Director Yoon Tae-yong hoped for in-depth
discussions on media copyrights in line with the changes in platforms.
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issues by visiting college students, who are the main consumers and future creators of cultural contents. KCOPA
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AI Meets Mankind
When Korea was in the phase of “me-too” strategy or “follower” strategy in terms of
developing countries’ technologies, the strategic perspectives or opinions according
to the status of the developing countries were important. However, in a situation where
there aren’t many technologies that Korea should follow, our own perspectives and
strategies are required. In particular, in terms of topics that will lead industries, we
need to establish our own strategies to lead the way. However, by applying accurate
definitions and purpose for establishing strategies and topics, we shouldn’t stir up
various controversies.
But, setting aside such controversies, the word that is receiving the most spotlights

AI Paving the Way to
Copyright Protection Technology

among keywords of the 4th industrial revolution is AI technology. The concept of AI
first emerged around 1950s and the method of determining whether a computer
technology-based system has AI was proposed by Turing, which depended on whether
a subject can distinguish the cloaked conversation opponent as a human or computer.
At the Dartmouth Conference in 1956, the American computer scientist John McCarthy
first coined the term Artificial Intelligence (AI) in his proposal. The golden age of AI
research followed and researches on diverse AI technologies were conducted. But,
when the technical limitations were uncovered, research funds decreased and the

Recently in Korea, the 4th industrial revolution is the buzzword that no industry can escape.

investing organizations disappointed by the research results stopped their funding,

Some denounce the term 4th industrial revolution by saying that the word is only used in Korea

which led to the dark ages of AI research starting in 1974. After the first dark ages, there

and not in developed countries, but some believe that the 4th revolution has the power to shake

was a second rise of AI research under the name “Expert System” in the 1980s, which

the very foundation of Korea’s economy. Accordingly, AI that is receiving the most spotlight in the

led to the return of the 5th generation computers and neural network theory. However,

modern times has a deep connection with copyright protection. Let’s look deeper into the highly
anticipated relationship between AI and copyright protection.
Written by. Sangmyung University electronic engineering, Professor Kim Jong-Won

the second dark ages followed as the expert system was found to be only operational
in special situations, difficult and expensive to maintain, and having lower performance
than personal computers such as Apple computers that emerged during the same
period. After the 1990s, computer performance began to develop exponentially, and in
the 21st century, several issues1) related to AI was resolved and gave rise to the age of
full-fledged transformation.

company participated in the quiz show Jeopardy in February 2011 and took victory
over 2 champions. In 2016, DeepMind’s AlphaGo created a big shock wave as it beat
the professional go player Lee Se-dol 4 to 1 in a go match. Because a computer cannot
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IBM’s Deep Blue beat the world chess champion in 1997 and Watson from the same

calculate the countless potential moves for each placement of a black or white stone
on a 19X19 grid, the challenge was commonly viewed as an insurmountable wall for a
computer. However, by learning the go records of professional players, AlphaGo easily
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broke down the wall that many believed to be impossible for a computer AI. Expectations
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on AI technology was raised even more as AlphaGo Zero that was created this year
achieved complete victory only after learning the rules of go on its own without the
records of professional go players. Such AI is especially promising in the area of pattern
recognition, and from the perspective of copyright protection technology, it is expected
to be effective in recognition of copyrights and determining copyright infringements.

AI, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, and Copyright Protection
When the concept of AI first emerged, the term AI meant the ability to literally recreate
human intelligence as the word suggests, but after the dark ages of AI research due
to technical limitations, the flow of AI research shifted to the term, machine learning,
meaning effective in special areas. However, at the time when machine learning emerged,
the relevant researches reached a state of lull due to the limitations of computing
technology and 3 issues of AI technology mentioned earlier. Since then, with the

The trend to introduce AI technology in copyright protection can also be seen through

emergence of sufficient data (big data) required for learning, GPU (Graphical Processing

the copyright technology R&D projects promoted by the Korea Copyright Commission.

Unit) that enables efficient calculation, and improved learning speed based on parallel

Although the research challenges related to AI did not emerge in 2016 as a copyright

processing by using these elements, the deep neural network (deep learning) technology

technology R&D challenge,3) 2 copyright technology challenges using AI technology

that can accumulate multiple layers of neural networks began to develop. In addition, by

show up among the 3 challenges in 2017.4) This reflects the increase in the demand to

resolving issues such as the inability to learn algorithmically (under fitting), over fitting, and

develop AI-based copyright technology during the phase of planning new challenges,

slow learning speed, AI has come into full bloom. The relationship of such AI, machine

owing to the effects from the emergence of AlphaGo in 2016.

learning, and deep learning can show the conceptual application range as the following.
The area that currently shows excellent results using deep learning technology is
the accuracy in the area of image classification. ImageNet5) has been holding technical
challenge events for image classification each year since 2010 and the accuracy of
AI, Machine Learning, and Deep Learning Relationship Diagram2)

classification is rapidly increasing after the emergence of deep learning. Currently, more
than 1,400 cases of images are provided by ImageNet, where the classification error
has decreased from 28.2% in 2010 to 3.57% in 2015 and the hierarchy6) of neural
networks have increased from 8 hierarchies in 2012 to 152 in 2015. The human error
for image classification at ImageNet is known to be around 5%, and the fact that deep
learning has achieved 3.57% demonstrates AI technology is superior to human in terms
of image classification.

KCOPA has begun the “Research on Utilization of AI for Preventing Image Copyright
Infringements” 7) starting in August. It is a research for preventing copyright
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Can AI Become the Future of Copyright Protection Technology

infringements by discerning image copyrighted works through the use of deep learning
technology. Image classification, the most powerful function of deep learning, is a
suitable application for copyright protection and is expected to enable more flexible
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copyright protection compared to the previous methods.
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As a more advanced framework of copyright protection technology using deep learning,

sway too much to the right or left, but stay the course and have the right perspective on AI

responsive technology against real-time streaming infringement can be mentioned.

technology to promote sound application in the copyright protection technology.

Because a featural database is not built in advance in the case of real-time streaming,
infringements could not be confirmed through the previous feature-based technology.
Therefore, confirming and taking action on real-time streaming infringements require

1 In the deep AI neural network, the foremost challenges were to resolve under fitting, over fitting, and learning
speed.
2 Michael Copeland, What’s the Difference Between Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning, and Deep
Learning?, NVIDIA blog, 2016.7.29 https://blogs.nvidia.com/blog/2016/07/29/ whats-difference-artificialintelligencemachine-learning-deep-learning-ai/
3 Announcement of Korea Copyright Commission’s 2016 Copyright Technology Development Project, 2016.2.3
http://www.copyright.or.kr/notify/bid/view.do?brdctsno=38311
4 Announcement of Korea Copyright Commission’s 2017 New Copyright Technology R&D Challenge, 2017.2.14
http://copyright.or.kr/notify/bid/view.do?brdctsno=40172
5 http://www.image-net.org/
6 Much like the human brain, being comprised of more hierarchies refers to more developed AI.
7 Korea Copyright Protection Agency (KCOPA), Announcement on Research Service on Utilization of
AI for Preventing Image Copyright Infringements, 2017.7.7. http://www.kcopa.or.kr/notification/
notice/?mode=view&idx=10122
8 Adam Santoro, David Raposo, David G.T. Barrett, Mateusz Malinowski, Razvan Pascanu, Peter Battaglia,
Timothy Lillicrap, “Asimple neural network module for relational reasoning.”, arxiv.org/abs/1076.01427v1,
Jun 2017
9 It is creating sentences that can describe the scenes in the images. For example, if an image has a pool table,
billiard ball, and a person, the inferred description of “a person is playing pool” can be possible through the
relationship of the three objects.
10 Kaiming He, Xiangyu Zhang, Shaoqing Ren, & Jian Sun. “Deep Residual Learning for Image Recognition”.
CVPR 2016

the ability to check copyrighted works like a human. Although content-based features
cannot be built in advance in the case of contents that are broadcast in real-time, effective
results from real-time streaming based on diverse information (continuity, players
of sports game, location, etc.) concerning contents broadcast in real-time and deep
learning technology are expected.
Legality can be distinguished through the following steps: extraction of images from
the real-time streaming packet, recognition of objects of the images based on CNN
(Convolutional Neural Network), constructing the RNN (Recurrent Neural Network) to
describe the correlation of the objects, comparison of the results with the real-time
broadcast data collected in advance, identifying the contents, and checking the website
of the streaming service. The research team of DeepMind8) has increased the accuracy
of correlation description9) between the objects from an image to 95.5% through such
recent researches.

AI Assisting Human vs AI Replacing Human
Up to now, implementation of contents discussed in the Copyright Act was considered to
be impossible from the perspective of computer scientists. In other words, the ambiguity
of requesting human judgment appears in the law and this is because it is only
considered as a processing bug (error) to computer scientists. Especially, the ambiguity of
determining between copyright infringement and fair use on the same action is a concept
difficult to process in the world of computing where the black and white logic is applied.

Changes in the Image Classification Performance of AI Technology 10)

However, in the current situation where many are hoping for the future that enables AI
technology to replace doctor’s diagnosis and legal judgments, it seems AI will gradually
perform more sophisticated and accurate situational judgment. If that is the case, the

28.2
25.8
152 layers
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reliability of AI’s objective judgment will become higher than the subjective judgment
16.4

of man. And as man’s judgment that sway depending on bias or personal views is
replaced, the processing of infringement bias or the exhaustion from monitoring work
will be handled by AI, leading to less burden on mankind.
There are still long ways to go until the emergence of AI technology that can completely
replace mankind. Neither excessive dependence on AI technology nor negligence
leading to lagging behind the times are appropriate measures. It is important to not
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The Conception of Encrypted Currency and the Creation of Bitcoin
Encrypted currency is a type of cryptocurrency which refers to a technology that verifies
a transaction. An example of an early encrypted currency is the DigiCash utilizing the RSA
encryption created by a UC Berkley Cryptologist, David Chaum in 1983. Since then, there
were many other encrypted currencies that followed using the encryption technology,
such as B-money and Big Gold. However, the slow speed of transaction, convenience and
issues with repeated payments were less than expected.
The inception of Bitcoin began with the realization of the thesis, ‘Bitcoin: P2P Digital
Currency System’ by an anonymous developer, ‘Satoshi Nakamoto’ that was published
on a cryptographic technology community ‘Gmane’ back in 2009. The characteristics
of Bitcoin, which endowed trust in a dispersed environment proved its value as a digital

Block Chain, the new answer
to copyright protection

currency. Another reason Bitcoin had received much attention was the fact that it disclosed
and shared all transaction histories in order to improve transparency and reliability, which
is different from the existing paradigm which conceals and protects transactions. The
value of Bitcoin steadily increased to the point where 1 Bitcoin was worth upwards of 5
million won. Following the creation of Bitcoin, there have been many other cryptocurrencies
that are bring issued. There are approximately 1,000 types of cryptocurrencies as of 2017
with a market capitalization worth 154 trillion won.

Today, block chain is expanding its domain from the financial services to logistics, distribution

Block Chain, which Connects Trust

and healthcare. It has been introduced as a system that is impervious to forgery and falsification

Block chain is not a new technology from a technological perspective. Block chain refers to

through Bitcoin, and it has been proving its value as a reliability based platform via application

a new platform which merges existing encryption and network technologies. The feature

in various fields. Block chain has also been receiving much attention as an alternative to the

of a block chain is that it generates blocks containing all transaction information during

copyright system. We hope to examine the concept and future development direction of block
chain, which has been receiving attention for its copyright protection function within the variety
of technological advancements being made on a daily basis.
Written by. Korea Internet & Security Agency, Block Chain Expansion Team, Head Researcher Kang-hyo Lee

a specific timeframe which is then transferred to all participants. Once the information
within the generated block is verified without any issues, the block is then linked to an
existing block in order to create a chain.
The participants who take part in generating blocks on the block chain network are
referred to as miners, and the miners perform repetitive tasks (mining) in order to solve
computational problems presented by the block chain network. Blocks are generated
through such mining process and the average time between blocks require around 10
spread to other miners through the block chain network, at which point the other miners
verify the block. If there aren’t any issues found with the block, it is linked to the existing
block chain, and the miners return to mining in order to reap the rewards of Bitcoin.
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minutes. The transaction history is recorded on the newly generated block, and then it is

Utilizing such block chain technology allows the information to be stored on the
network, rather than a server. As such, forgery or falsification of data becomes difficult,
given that new information is saved on a network. The existing data storage method stores all
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information on a central server, thus presenting the risk of attacks by a hacker on the central
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De-centralized
Block chains are operated using dispersed computing resources rather than a centralized
system. Block chain relies on the distributed network resources to store data, rather than
on a central server. Therefore, it does not require the establishment of a new organization
or operation, resulting in the reduction of expenses.
Transparency of Transactions
All transaction occurrences on the block chain networks are managed with transparency.
Transactions can be tracked from the point of transaction, anyone can access the public
transaction records, and allows the reduction of transaction legalization and regulation
expenses.
Prevention of forgery and falsification
server. However, the data on block chains are stored in units of ‘blocks’, and in order to

Block chain generates blocks using the information on the previous block. Given that the

hack a block, the hacker must alter the data stored on all computers on the network which

blocks are connected to each other like a chain, fabrication of a particular transaction of a

is nearly impossible.

block will require all information on blocks generated after the said transaction to be altered.

As presented earlier, Bitcoins are issued through a mining process as per the encrypted

Given that simultaneously hacking 51% of the block chain network is virtually impossible,

algorithm on a P2P network without a specific issuing agent. A new Bitcoin is issued to the

this technology may be considered the most reliable technology against forgery and

user (node) who solves the problem in the block generation process which requires the

falsification.

user to solve the target value satisfying specific conditions.
Only 21 million BTC will ever be created and block rewards are designed so that it is

Expandability

halved every 4 years, and currently, 12.5 BTC is rewarded to the miners. Additionally, once all

For the most part, the block chain technology is an open source software which maintains

Bitcoins are mined, the system is designed so that the miners can receive commission on

a higher expandability. The technology can be developed for specific purposes, such as

transaction information.

merchandise transaction, ports, logistics and etc. Not only can you customize block chains

Bitcoin is a technology with proven integrity and reliability through the use of block chain
technology, which verifies, records and stores transaction information by all participants

for particular fields, block chains from different fields can be managed on a single block chain
platform.

without the need for a ‘trusted 3rd party authorized agent’.

Possibilities of block chain examined through international precedents

Traditionally, a centralized service managed and controlled the participants in order to

The world has now entered a knowledge based society centered on the value of knowledge

operate an organization of a system. Given the prerequisite of a trusting environment for

and information. Peter Drucker once said that the knowledge worker’s manpower is the core

the operation of an organization, there have been many rules, regulations and restrictions

asset and the rarest asset in this intellectual society, and that the product of knowledge

that had to be established in order to solve any issues concerning trust. Block chain had

work is an invisible asset. Examining the flow of periodic character and change will allow

overcome many problems presented by a centralized service, and demonstrated its

us to advance into a new paradigm through new technologies. It is expected that the block

system integrity and reliability. The whole world is currently interested in the block chain

chain technology will bring about innovative improvements in various fields. In particular,

technology, which shattered the existing concept of central management and operation.

there have been precedents internationally, where existing copyright issues have been
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The features of such block chain are as follows.

resolved using block chains.
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The reason block chain is receiving much attention
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First, copyright management

thus protecting the rights of the copyright holders from the indiscreet influences of large
management agencies and distributors.

Currently, the rights regarding contents by the author can be indiscreetly replicated or
leaked, resulting in many cases of copyright infringement regarding contents by authors

Third, prevention of forgery and falsification

who must be fairly compensated. However, the copyright ownership can be easily tracked
with convenient copyright management through the utilization of block chains.
A global music streaming enterprise, Spotify, recently experienced a financial loss due

The introduction of block chain technology will protect the copyrights from indiscreet
replication, forgery and falsification.

to unpaid royalties, which was a result of the lack of data regarding the ownership between

Forgery, falsification and illegal replication is very common with digital media and

the music and the songwriter. After a long dispute between Spotify and the National

software given the uncomplicated process of editing and copying digital data. Although

Music Publishers’ Association (NMPA), they have reached a $38.4 million settlement

watermarking and counterfeit protection technologies have been constantly advancing,

agreement over unpaid royalties. With aims to solve the unpaid royalties issue via block

there are fundamental limitations. Binded is a startup company which collects and utilizes

chain technology, Spotify acquired Mediachain Labs. Utilizing the block chain technology,

copyright data using the block chain technology.

Mediachain Labs is in development of a new technology that will allow the sharing of

When a photograph requiring the protection of copyright is uploaded a block chain

copyright related information and support the compensation to the copyright holder for the

certificate is issued. The certificate contains the information of the work and the copyright

use of contents.

holder, which in turn protects the copyright of the photograph against illegal use online or

The utilization of block chain technology will require the creator to register their creative

from forgery and alterations. Such creative works will be protected as soon as the copyrights

work on the block in order to obtain copyright protection. For example, contents such

are registered on the block chain, and the additional tracking data of the user accessing

as music, sheet music, screenplays and licenses can be stored on the block chain. The

the copyright can help maintain the information concerning the copyright holder.

information regarding the contents will be shared through the block chain network, while
storing any use history of the content to allow tracking.

Block chain is an agreement based platform rather than a master key
As described, the utilization of the block chain technology can be expected to support

Second, distribution of profit

content management, protection against forgery and falsification, and transparent profit
distribution for the creator. The copyright holders can easily register their creative works and

The utilization of block chain technology will allow direct payment of royalties without the

assert their rights, and may also provide protection against the profit generated by their

middleman such as the distributor or an agency. Some associations also provide a trust

works when it is used by consumers through the elimination of middlemen such as large

management system as a middleman in order to protect the copyrights of the creators.

management agencies or distributors. The introduction of block chain will fundamentally

However, the ambiguous collection, profit distribution and the high fees often result in

improve the outlook of the distribution profit structure of the copyright industry.

a nominal amount of profit received by the actual copyright holders. On the contrary, an
international block chain startup company, Musicoin provides a platform where the user
directly pays the singer and the song writer every time they play the music, also known
compensation for their music without the interference by the large management agencies
or distributors.
Additionally, Berklee College of Music also announced that they will be developing
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as Pay-per-Play or PPP. This allows for the actual copyright holders to receive the proper

a royalty payment system using the block chain technology. Their ultimate goal is to
create a payment system similar to a bank account, which returns all expenses from
the consumers of the music to the original author. As such, the block chain technology
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removes the middleman in the industry and is suitable in environments generating profits,
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Recently, the Korean wave experienced some fluctuations with export in Asia, which was the
primary contents exporting country. Then again, it has become very difficult to encounter any
Korean wave on major mass media in Japan subsequent to political relationship between
Korea and Japan for the past 4 years. Additionally, there has been the THAAD related issue
this year, which resulted in a halt in contents export to China. This resulted proposals to
overcome the exaggerated export market’s limit and diversify the means of escape by the
government as well as the industries. Further examination of international websites indicate
that the Korean wave contents are products that are no longer exclusive to Asia. It is evident
that Korean contents are popular on various international websites resulting in creation of
new Korean contents distribution websites, though the legality concerning these websites
may be questionable. As far as I’m aware, most websites are illegally operated and infringe

Factual survey is needed for
international online distribution of
Korean wave contents

on copyrights. As such, there is a need for a more systematic survey of such Korean wave
distribution websites in order to determine the legality of such websites.
Such necessity lead to the induction of the ‘Survey on the present state of distribution
on international websites’ initiated by the Korea Copyright Protection Agency. This is an
investigation initiated by the ‘Youth telecommuting monitoring team’ which was organized
this year in order to help relieve young adult unemployment rate while contributing to the
improvement of copyright protection awareness in the major consumer group consisting
of young adults (ages younger than 35 y/o). The primary target for investigation consist of
content distribution websites, international portals, and all international websites providing

A healthy environment must be established in order for the Korean wave to take root as a

Korean wave contents in foreign languages, including blogs, cafes and SNS. The inclusive

persistent culture rather than a temporary phenomenon. As a result, the Korea Copyright

genres are broadcast, movies, music, comics, webtoons, web novels, and sheet music.

Protection Agency initiated the ‘Survey on the present state of distribution on international
websites’ in order to understand the current situation. The main study results and implications
will be introduced through this contribution in order to elicit thoughts on a more expansive
survey method.
Written by. Hongik University, Department of Culture and Arts Management Professor Jeong-min Ko

Project Introduction of the Copyright Youth Monitoring Team Operation
Kicked off on 2017

Project Operation

Korea Copyright Protection Agency Online Protection International Protection Team

Project Purpose

① Job creation utilizing unemployed young adults between the ages of 19 – 35
and providing opportunities to improve copyright protection awareness to the
main consumer groups
② Regular copyright infringement response system construction through illegal
international replicated content monitoring

Project Plan

Employ young adults excelling in foreign languages to telecommute to investigate
current conditions of international Korean wave distribution and evidence gathering
for advertisement blocking through monitoring and evidence gathering on
international websites

Operation Status

① Operation Resources: Total 24 resources (1 of the total 25 resources working in
the office)
② Job Description: Telecommute
③ Work Hours: Weekdays 10:00 – 18:00 (7 hours, 5 work days)
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Project Timeline
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Despite many challenges, the Korean wave can persist internationally, with the premise

such data based on paid webtoons currently available overseas, rather than attempting

that copyright protection is occurring internationally with the subsequent security of content

to calculate such values for movies, broadcasts or music, which have a significantly more

competitiveness.

complex relationship of rights and duties. Fourth, same standards must be applied to all

Results gathered over the last 6 months revealed a characteristic which was different

studies and surveys in order to create consistent statistics. If the website being investigated

from what we were initially aware of. First, there were a plethora of Korean wave contents

continuously changes on a monthly basis, it may be difficult to compile consistent statistics.

identified in the Middle East, Eastern Europe, and Central America, aside from Asia with a

The main issue arises due to the significant number of variables such as websites which are

substantial Korean wave popularity. It is evident that the popularity has expanded outside of

being shut down. As such, the next best method would be gathering quantitative stats based

Asia with disregard to the language and cultural barriers. Second, it has been verified that

on a more stable website while also gathering data on changes to the website.

1)

the number of websites distributing webtoons, which is a newer genre, isn’t that much

Despite many challenges, the Korean wave can persist internationally, with the premise

different from the number of websites providing the existing genre contents. This indicates

that copyright protection is occurring internationally with the subsequent security of content

the rising global popularity of webtoons, which may eventually result in a webtoon Korean

competitiveness. In particular, the trend of content distribution via mobile and online

wave. Third, there were many large scale organized illegally operated websites which

platforms have been a challenge in the perspective of international copyright protection.

provide webtoons and comics, and such websites recruit translators for either content

Thus, a response measure must be established based on the international factual survey

type or genre types. This suggests that a separate response measure must be established

results. Investigations from such perspective will provide valuable information such as the

for such illegal distribution methods. (The webtoon platform states such translations were

distribution of Korean wave popularity areas, characteristics of the Korean wave by genre

benchmarked during international expansion) Fourth, there were unique characteristics of

and types of illegal content distribution, and would be able to provide significant support

distribution identified for each genre. If you take movies for example, these contents consist

in terms of copyright protection of contents or increasing demands while expanding into

of large capacities and extended playtimes resulting in couple of larger websites providing

the international market. In conclusion, I hope that the current project contributes to the

streaming or downloading options, and other smaller websites providing hyperlinks to such

sustainability of the Korean wave.

websites resulting in redistribution of the contents. Additionally, it has been identified that the
download method is significantly more by 1.6 times for music content, while there were 10

Project Introduction of ‘Survey on the present state of distribution on international websites’

times more streaming content services available over the download service for video contents.

Background/Purpose Response method establishment and support right holders through infringement
information provision by analyzing infringement type through international Korean
wave content distribution monitoring

There have also been few additional points for improvement that have been identified
to further advance the usability of the current operation. First, the youth telecommuting
monitoring team members must regularly organize and document all information related to
the Korean wave and copyrights. For example, information concerning which music by which

Target

All international websites providing localized Korean wave contents for foreigners
(Ex. International content distribution site, portals, blogs, cafes and SNS)

Timeline/Resources

 Investigation Period: Feb 01, 2017 – Jan 26, 2018
①
② Resources: 13 telecommuting young adults

Genre/Locale

 Target Genre: Broadcast, movies, music, webtoon, comics, publications and etc.
①
② Target Locale: Survey will be conducted in the following groups: Asia/Oceania/

singers were particularly downloaded more in a given country, or data recording a particular
spike in download for a particular content during a particular period. If current condition
reports centered on the investigated websites are drafter, it would help provide statistics and

Middle Easter, Europe/Africa, and America
※ Based on online search (Ex. America →Search using Google Mexico)

qualitative data from the point where the distribution channel converted to mobile and online.
Survey Details

whether it is paid or free service, server location, search route (Search terms),
DMCA marking, contact information, traffic ranking and etc.
② Evidential Data: Obtain evidence verifying the content distribution

are many instances where the website shuts down then reopens, resulting in the need for
a periodic update. The number of new sites created and shutdown may also be significant
information which must be documents. Third, the rate and monetary value of infringement

① Basic Information: Distributed genre, type, service language, website country,

Data Utilization

Sharing of monthly survey data and reports with the rights holder of the
broadcast, music and webtoon
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Second, the domain or server location constantly changes for illegal websites, and there

related to copyright protection may also be very valuable. Although there isn’t any database
containing sufficient information, it may be meaningful to calculate the rate of infringement
or the monetary value of infringement by surveying the number of posts of a certain genre,
number of hits or number of use on a given website. It may be easier to begin calculating

1 Although it may be difficult to specify a region given the characteristics of online distribution, the statement
is based on assumptions such as regions where there are significant amounts of websites being operated,
regions where there are significant amount of access and service language
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2017 Present State of Distribution on
International Websites (Feb – July, Cumulative)

Websites containing Korean wave contents were surveyed and the legality of the contents were not officially
verified with the rights holder. However, during the process of sharing the data with the rights holder, it has
been identified that only about 1 – 2% of the contents were being serviced legally.
Data Provided by. the Korea Copyright Protection Agency International Protection Team

Websites by Genre

Websites by Distribution Type

Total Investigated Websites: 3,492 websites

Number of Websites by Genre: 4,894 websites

Number of Websites by Distribution Type

Other: Music sheet (8), Web novel (4), Lyrics (4) and

Websites servicing more than 2 genres:

Total websites from Feb – Jul:

other genre service websites

1,430 websites

4,490 websites

2,400

1,500

863

JUL

JUL

793

1,200
565

APR

366

53

1,600

APR

1,200

MAR

800

Streaming
Links

Other

Comics

Webtoon

Music

Broadcasts

Movies

400

FEB

FEB

Other

Comics

Webtoon

Broadcasts

Movies

Webtoon/Comics

MAY

300
66

Movie/Broadcasts

600

MAR

218

Music

900

MAY

2,000

JUN

JUN

568

• Although streaming and streaming links
were not surveyed separately, most
illegal distribution websites utilized the
streaming link method

Download

Hyperlink or
Direct Transfer

• Comics and webtoons have been
documented as ‘Hyperlink or direct
transfer’ when the images were not
available on the accessed website
• Websites only providing direct links
were excluded from the websites to
be monitored, thus the indicated direct
link refers to websites that also provide
different service types in concurrent to
providing direct links

Direct
link

(Webtoon, Comic)

Distribution Type by Genre

Websites by Service Language

Website by Server Location

Streaming Link : █ Download : █ Hyperlink or Direct Transfer : █ Direct Link : █

Number of
Websites by
Service
Language

Number of Websites by Server Location

English 1,343
Multiple Languages 449

Russian 239

Multiple Languages:
Music

Movie

Broadcast

Webtoon

Spanish 236

Services more than

Comics

Vietnamese 220

2 languages

Chinese 199

Other:
Italian (23),
█ 471

36.2%

█ 762

58.5%

█ 8
█ 60

Romanian (19),
█ 1,349 76.6%

█ 1,153 79.7%

█ 103

12.2%

█ 94

14.0%

0.7%

█ 152

8.7%

█ 139

9.6%

█ 706

83.2%

█ 555

82.7%

4.6%

█ 260

10.7%

█ 155

10.7%

█ 39

4.6%

█ 22

3.3%

(Music sheet)

German (11)
and etc.

Turkish 170
Thai 104
Portuguese 56
French 54
Arabic 46
Other 116

█ North America

70.7%

█ Western Europe 12.4%
█ Asia

8.8%

█ Eastern Europe

5.8%

█ Other

2.2%
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Regulations
and thoughts concerning
links discussed through rulings
in Europe
Written by. Sangmyung University Intellectual Property Department Kim, In-chul

been highlighted. If the content infringes on the copyright, would it be considered direct
infringement or aiding infringement?
Also, would it be legally acceptable to set links on legal content and would it be considered
copyright infringement when links are set on illegal content? Would all occurrences of
setting links on illegally uploaded content be regulated or should the regulation be limited
The idea of copyright began in 1710 with the Act of Queen Anne in Great Britain granting

to specific scenarios? Over the past several years the court of justice of the European

the author exclusive rights subsequent to the increased convenience of duplicating or

Union has ruled on several of the aforementioned cases, and many of the EU members

mass reproduction due to the invention of printing technology. In other words, the origin

have ruled based on such rulings as detailed below. We will have to wait and see on how

of concept of copyright has been triggered in the 15th century in concurrent with the

Korea’s Supreme Court will set regulations concerning websites providing links to illegally

development of new technologies. As such, the subject and range of copyright expands

uploaded content.
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with development of new technologies. As an example, the right of reproduction, which
was only applicable to publications, broadened its coverage to phonographs, movies,

The Svensson Case 1)

television, and as far as performing rights and broadcasting rights with the technological

(1)Facts of the matter

advancement in recordings. With the development of Internet, the communication to the

The article published by Svensson and 3 other authors have been published on a website

public right has been passed, which granted rights to authors concerning the use without

they have granted permission. A Swedish company, Retriever Sverige provided a hyperlink

actual transmission or delivery of content. The most significant controversy post endowment

on their Göteborgs-Posten newspaper’s website to the article without the permission of

of such rights is the regulation of links set on copyright infringing content uploaded to the

Svensson and the other respective authors, allowing anyone to view the article. The authors
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web without the consent of the original author. There have been many concerns that have

filed a lawsuit stating that such hyperlink violates the communication to the public right,
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(2)Judgment by ECJ
Regarding the allegations, the ECJ noted that copyright infringement may only be
established when content which can be freely available from a website is available to a
new public through a framing link on another website. However, given that the content
which is part of the allegation is freely available to all users of YouTube, even if it appears
to be the defendant that is transmitting the content, the viewers would not be considered a
new public, hence copyright infringement cannot be established.4)

GS Media Case 5)
(1)Facts of the matter
Unpublished photographs of a Dutch TV presenter were leaked and uploaded to Filefactory.
com and made available on GS Media’s website through a hyperlink without consent, and
were available to the general public. Playboy magazine requested Filefactory.com and GS
and the Swedish court of appeals referred to the ECJ to determine whether such allegations

Media to delete the files, where Filefactory.com complied. However, GS Media refused and

were valid under the communication to the public right of the EU copyright guidelines.

provided a hyperlink to another website that had uploaded the unpublished content. The
Dutch Playboy magazine filed a lawsuit on the basis of violation of the communication to

(2)Judgment by ECJ

the public right.

ECJ indicated that providing a hyperlink is part of the fact that the content is made available

The Dutch District Court had reviewed the plaintiff’s claim and acknowledged the

as stated in Article 3, Section 1 of the European Copyright Guideline, thus is part of the

violation of copyright infringement. However, the court of appeals ruled in favor of the

act of communication to the public, making it within the scope of the communication to

defendant noting that the providing a hyperlink to content that may have been illegally

the public right. However, it has been deemed that the regulation would be applicable only

uploaded did not fulfilled the criteria of the new public in the communication to the

when the content is provided to a new public which was not considered. Given that the

public right by citing a precedent of the Svensson case. The Supreme Court requested

content was legally available to the general public, the court has determined that providing

a preliminary ruling from the CEJ given that providing a hyperlink to illegally uploaded

a hyperlink to content that has been legally uploaded for the public does not violate the

content may or may not be considered to be copyright infringement depending on how the

European Copyright Guidelines and ruled that providing a hyperlink to content that is freely

communication to the public right is interpreted.

available is not copyright infringement.
(2)Judgment by ECJ

The Best Water Case

The ECJ referenced the Svensson case and reviewed the factors such as the act

2)

of communication and communication to the public which will be applicable for

The plaintiff, BestWater Corp., is a company that produces water purification and

communication to the public right, and reached a conclusion that this incident is part of

filtration systems. As per the plaintiff, the defendant was contracted to create a 2-minute

making the content available to the public during a selected time and location, and that

advertisement video related to water population, which then was uploaded to YouTube

the hyperlink would also be inclusive on this particular right. Furthermore, they reached

without the plaintiff’s permission . As per the defendant, they enabled the product

a conclusion that providing a link to content which have been made public without the

advertisement video to playback on their website through framing to promote their

permission of the author would be in violation of communication in Article 3, Section 1 of

products. The plaintiff has filed a lawsuit on the basis of violation of the communication to

the Guideline for Informatization which also broadly protects the copyright holder. As such,

the public right. Although the District Court had ruled in favor of the plaintiff, the high court

providing a hyperlink within this case was deemed to be a voluntary act which was made

went against the District Court’s ruling. BestWater Corp. filed an appeal with the Supreme

available to unspecified individuals with the sole purpose of making a profit and ruled in
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Court, at which point the Supreme Court requested a preliminary ruling from the ECJ.

favor of the plaintiff.6)
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(1)Facts of the matter
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GS Media thereafter

the purpose of reporting or critique following the copyright limitation before determining

After the ruling by ECJ on the GS Media case, the first case ruled by the EU was concerning a

that the defendant and violated the copyright. What’s more is that the court had determined

Belgian press which provided a hyperlink to a YouTube video which was uploaded without

copyright infringement before verifying whether the plaintiff had requested the defendant

the consent of the author. The lawsuit was filed with the Swedish District Court on October

to remove the link as they did with the GS Media case. Such issues must be further studied

13, 2016.

in depth, because if providing links to illegally uploaded content is strictly interpreted, it will

7)

restrict the Internet users from providing links prior to determining the legality, which in turn
(1)Facts of the matter

could violate the freedom of expression and freedom of information by the general public.

Rebecka Jonsson had filmed herself bungee jumping in 2012, and the video was

Prior to the GS Media case, Korea’s Supreme Court had determined that directly

uploaded to YouTube without her permission. On January 9th, 2012, the defendant had

providing a hyperlink to illegally uploaded content will not be considered infringing on the

embedded a hyperlink to the video along with an article covering the L’Avenir accident. The

copyright on a criminal case against the Chuing website.8) However, the Seoul High Court

plaintiff, Jonsson, then filed a lawsuit against Belgiam’s L’Avenir on grounds of copyright

had recently ruled on copyright infringement case and found the defendant guilty of civil

infringement for providing screen shots of the video alongside the full video clip through a

copyright infringement, as the defendant had generated a significant amount of profit by

frame link within their website.

providing hyperlinks to illegally updated content alongside advertisement banners on his
website.9) I strongly believe the ethical implication is there against the website operator.

(2)Judgment by the Swedish court

However, I do believe there should be a set standard for a more consistent ruling on such

The Swedish Attunda District Court ruled in favor of the plaintiff on grounds that Jonsson

linked content involved copyright infringement cases, as there are different rulings on

did not provide permission to anyone, including YouTube, concerning the use of the content.

similar cases by the Supreme Court and the Seoul High Court only because the linked

Given that L’Avenir should have determined whether the content on YouTube was legally

content was provided differently, where one was provided in a frame link and the other as

published and the fact that the link was used with the purpose to make profit, as well as the

a hyperlink. It should be determined whether hyperlinks and fame links should be treated

fact that the content is protected by the Swedish copyright law and the fact that the author

the same, and if not, what the determining factors should be. Furthermore, factors such as

has never provided consent regarding publishing of the content on the internet, following

the Moral Rights of Authors should also be considered as did in the Swedish District Court,

the precedent set by GS Media, the Swedish court has found the defendant in violation of

as well as careful reflection on how to regulate links to illegally uploaded content while

Article 3, Section 1, the Communication to the Public Right of the Guideline for Informatization

controlling the reduction of internet links by the general public subsequent to the fear of

2001/29 and ruled in favor of the plaintiff. The ruling also included the violation of the moral

copyright infringement. I am hopeful that these factors and standards would be provided

rights of authors as the link of the content did not display the name of the author.

by the Supreme Court in order to allow for a more consistent ruling on such cases involving
links to content.

Thoughts on European rulings concerning the provision of hyperlinks to

※ Content of this article may be not portray the opinions of the Korea Copyright Protection Agency.

illegal content
The Swedish ruling against those who provided links on contents uploaded without the
permission of the author was very strict following the precedent set by the GS Media case.
have some risks associated with it, as it is not clear whether the defendant L’Avenir had
provided the link with the sole purpose to profit from it. Additionally, websites providing
links usually contain advertisements, which will deem most websites providing links to be
making profits. However, it is practically impossible in the real world to examine all linked
contents on such sites to determine its legality. Given that L’Avenir is a media company,
there is a high chance that the company is seeking profit from a reporting or a critical point
of view. However, the court had not determined the application of fair use or citation with
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Further examining the Swedish link ruling, it can be deemed that the GS Media ruling may

1 C-466/12
2 C-348/13
3 BestWater Corp. claimed that the video linked by the defendant were not uploaded by BestWater and the
video uploaded by them were deleted without their consent. C-348/13 para. 4.
4 The interesting fact about this case is that, contrary to the claims by the plaintiff, BestWater Corp, ECJ
determined that the linked content was through a legal process based on the precedent of the Svensson case
when ruling on the case. Refer to C-348/13 para. 14.
5 C-160/15.
6 It seems that ECJ determined that copyright infringement is assumed when links are provided with the
purpose of profiting, as a significant amount of due diligence is required when providing links with the sole
purpose of making profits.
7 DOM 2016-10-13 Meddelad I Sollentuna Mal nr. 11052-15
8 Supreme Court 2015. 3. 12. Sentence 2012Do13748 ruling
9 Seoul High court 2017.3.30 Sentence 2016Na2087313 ruling
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Recently, there has been a case where HypeForType, an online font shop, had filed a
copyright infringement lawsuit against Universal Music with the New York Eastern District
Court on the basis that Universal Music had commercially used a logo created with an
illegal copy of the font software developed by HypeForType.2)

Use of Fonts and
Copyrigh

Font creator files a lawsuit against a major music label on allegations of
illegal use of their font software
As per the lawsuit filed with court by HypeForType, Universal Music used its Nanami
Rounded and Ebisu Bold fonts without obtaining proper licenses in order to create the logo
of “The Vamps,” which is a British band. In other words, Universal Music used the pirated

Written by. Sogang University Institute for Legal Studies Senior Researcher Se-jin Kwan

copies of the font in the process of manufacturing promotional merchandise for The
Vamps, such as clothing, accessories, DVDs and CDs, and also allowed 3rd parties use of
the fonts. However, further examination of the facts of the matter revealed that designer,
Stuart Hardie, who first designed the logo had obtained a license from HypeForType back
in 2013. As such, the creation of the logo, which uses the font in question, was not illegal
to begin with.
Then what is the point of concern in this case? To be exact, the issue was that Universal
Music itself hasn’t obtained the proper license for the font software that would allow its
use on a commercial scale. In other words, the logo designed had only obtained the basic
license which allowed the use of the font software for the creation of the logo, and the
basic license did not include the use of the font on the logo on a commercial, for-profit
usage, which in turn translates in to the illegal use of the font software. Consequently,

Font generally refers to the shape of a letter, and is designated by a variety of terms in
business, such as letter style, font, shape of characters and typeface. Academically, it
refers to a set of character or symbol design that has been created with a homogeneous
concept to be used as a character set for recording, marking or print. Commonly, the
copyright of a font that is a letter style itself is denied.1) However, one thing to be cautious
is visually evident against a font software. Font software refers to a digital data file or
software that displays or outputs digitized fonts on a screen. Although the source code
may not be an independent executable file, it is considered a computer program that can
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is that one must not identically treat the issue of copyright protection on the font that

be used through a different application program and is treated as a creative work which
is subjected to copyright protection. Therefore, font software is granted a copyright in
concurrent to its creation, similar to general creative works such as music, art or novels, and
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copyright infringement issues may ensue subsequent to use without permission.
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HypeForType claims that Universal Music requires a Special Font License for use of its font

the use of fonts to the users of the corresponding programs, thus it cannot be viewed as

software for commercial purposes, such as merchandise sales. In addition, HypeForType

infringing on copyrights.

is asking for $1.25 million in damages, as well as an injunction that would prevent further
use of the font software, and the destruction of all materials that uses The Vamps logo.

Second, copyright infringement does not apply to the use of stored font software,
which are automatically copied during the installation of a purchased licensed program,

Currently, Universal Music has not presented its position on the matter. However, the

in different programs. However, one thing to be cautious is that there are many cases

music industry would not discontinue the use of the existing British band, The Vamps, logo,

where the user must agree to the restricted use of the font software to the corresponding

and if the court finds Universal Music’s use of the font software to be guilty of copyright

program prior to completing the installation, which may result in breach of agreement

infringement, it is possible that they may be responsible for the large sum of settlement.

disputes.

3)

The focus of this issue concerning font software is that even if a license has been obtained

Third, there are many free font software available online, which are available for

from the font software owner, if the use of the font exceeds the agreement details of the

personal use or for non-commercial use by non-profit organizations. Consequently,

license, it could be subject to copyright infringement or considered a breach of contract.

copyright infringement may occur if the font software is used for commercial purposes by
individuals or by non-profit organizations.

Consideration when using fonts

Fourth, although the font itself is not subject to copyright protection, fonts which fulfill

There have been many disputes surrounding font use in Korea in recent years. As an

certain conditions, such as novelty or creativity, may be registered as a design, which is

example, the use of font software available on internet blogs of cafes without proper

subjected to the protection under Industrial Design Protection Act. In such instances, the

licensing from the copyright owner, or the use of font software, which has been restricted

design rights holder may hold the exclusive rights to the registered font or a similar font

to personal use in a limited area such as private homes, in designing a video clip or a

design as a business. As such, font design registration must also be verified prior to using a

website and posting the fonts online. Such instances have resulted in disputes involving

font for a large scale commercial purpose.

copyright infringement and breach of contracts. Therefore, it is advised to identify and

Fifth, even if the font is not registered as a design, the Prevention of Unfair Competition Act

determine the permitted scope, or obtaining licenses for the use outside of the permitted

may apply to the commercial use of a font which has been created through a considerable

scope of font software which do not clearly display the copyright mark, prohibition marks,

amount of investment and effort by others without proper licensing. As per Paragraph 1

or if the software is provided free of charge.

of Article 2 of the Prevention of Unfair Competition Act defines act of unfair competition

Few topics for consideration when using fonts and font software have been organized.

as the ‘Act of infringing on the financial gains of others through the illegal use of results

First, copyright infringement does not apply to the use of fonts included in a bundle. The court

or achievements by others, which required considerable amount of investment and effort,

of law determined that the copyright holders who granted the licenses regarding fonts to

for personal businesses by means of methods in violation of fair business transaction

the developers of programs, such as HWP of MS Word, have provided implied consent for

practice or competition order’. Although it’s not directly relevant to fonts, there has been
a similar case where store interior design was not protected under the current intellectual
property system. The Supreme Court had clearly defined that the overall achievements
of the interior design can be protected under the Prevention of Unfair Competition Act, as
long as the achievement is deemed to have been created through a considerable amount of
※ Content of this article may be not portray the opinions of the Korea Copyright Protection Agency.

1 Other foreign countries such as the United States, Great Britain and Japan also denies copyrights on the font
itself
2 Hypefortype Ltd. v. Universal Music Group, Inc., Case No. 1:17-cv-04468, New York Eastern District Court,
Filed
3 https://torrentfreak.com/font-maker-sues-universal-music-over-pirated-thevamps-logo-170802/
4 Supreme Court 2016. 9. 21. Verdict 2016 다 229058 Ruling
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investment and effort.4)
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Issues concerning
the intellectual property rights
by Japan and China and the system of
punishment and its management
Written by. Kyongbuk Science College Music Copyright Law Visiting Professor Ji-man Kim

Study Items
The study examined ①the presence of a valid criminal laws concerning patent, utility
model, industrial design, trademark, copyright and trade secret, ②potential solutions
regarding criminal activities with concerns to intellectual property, ③how and where to
In 2017, Japan’s economy industry initiated a research investigation with the purpose

file a lawsuit concerning intellectual property infringement, ④whether lawsuits can be

of establishing a response concerning illegal reproduction and presented the results

filed on behalf of the licensee, and if so, what the requirements are, ⑤whether a criminal

following the global expansion of illegally reproduced products based on Japanese

lawsuit can be filed against the intellectual property infringer based on related provision

products from ASEAN regions as well as the Middle East.

of laws, ⑥whether a licensee can file a criminal lawsuit on behalf of the copyright holder
when the copyright holder is directly filing a criminal lawsuit similar to a public prosecutor,

intellectual infringement from a comparative legal perspective with a focus on the

⑦whether the authorities(civil authority or a judicial authority) can file a criminal lawsuit

presence and effects of deterrent concerning illegally reproduced goods trade, and the

subsequent to their official authority, ⑧whether the investigator (police and etc.) and the

punishment regarding intellectual property right infringer.

qualified authorities maintain a special organization related to intellectual properties that

1)
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The study examined the system of punishment and its management regarding

In particular, 14 countries consisting of Japan, China, Indonesia, Thailand, Vietnam,

include copyright infringement measures, ⑨whether the court of justice specializing in

Philippine, India, United Arab Emirates, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Iran, Russia, United States

intellectual properties(or court of justice which were previously specialized in intellectual

and France were examined with regards to the ban. We will be examining the background

properties) maintain a department which carried out criminal law enforcement, and if

information concerning the study and each items of the study, then introduce the current

not, whether the criminal law enforcement concerning intellectual properties are carried
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conditions in Japan and China.

out in the regular criminal court, ⑩whether it is possible for an administrative procedure
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(process due to customs) to develop into a criminal prosecution, and if so, what the
standards and factors are to establish the monetary value of the confiscated goods, ⑪
whether the president, CEO, department head, or chief executives are charged with criminal
liabilities when the violator is a corporation, and whether the authorities generally arrest
such individuals in doing so, ⑫how the court enforcing the criminal law handles evidence,
and whether the parties are responsible for the burden of proof against the authorities (DA’s
office or the police), ⑬what the shortest and the longest terms of imprisonments are and
how they are being regulated, ⑭the average time required for criminal enforcement, ⑮
the highest and the lowest fine amount, ⑯the average fine during criminal enforcement,
⑰whether search and seizure warrants can be obtained through an advanced procedure,
and the relevant authority issuing the warrants, ⑱the average time for a ruling during
the first trial of a criminal lawsuit, ⑲the average time from prosecution to final ruling,
including any appeals, ⑳sanctions regarding repeated offenses, and whether a more
severe sentencing is enforced compared to the first offense,

whether a fine or the term

of imprisonment is determined in accordance with the situation of the arrested infringer, as
well as whether the arrest risk(toxic substances and etc.), quantity of seizure, or the value
of the seized products are also considered,

the average rate of a reduced sentence,

permission licenses within the copyright law,4) thus a sole licensee may be able to file a
lawsuit.

the average monetary amount the

As for deliberate export and import of intellectual property infringing products may be

intellectual property owner is responsible for during the criminal lawsuit process, including

subjected to penalties in violation of customs law,5) and suspects found guilty of such

lawyer fees, storage fees, as well as the difference in legal actions through a delegate

import and export may be deemed necessary for customs clearance, at which point a

whether there are fields or industries with intellectual property

criminal investigation is initiated by the customs. 6) After the criminal investigation, the

related criminal law enforcements (for example, medical or spare parts and etc.)… 14

customs officials and customs department are obligated to report the incident to the public

countries, including Japan and China have been examined based on the aforementioned

prosecutor in specific circumstances.7)

the rate of achievement and the rate of conviction,

or a public prosecutor,

25 items.

In cases where an employee of a corporation commits an act of violation, the actor
will be liable for the crime. As such, if the president, CEO, department head, or the chief

Japan

executives are found guilty, they will be criminally liable. However, if a representative of a

First, Japan already has separate provisions regarding criminal law enforcements within

corporate body, delegate or a contractor is found guilty, the corporate body or individuals

the related laws concerning patent, utility model and copyrights. In particular, penalties

employing the delegate or representative will also be criminally liable as per the joint penal

have been defined within the Prevention of Unfair Competition Act with concerns

provision.8)
It usually takes approximately 3 months from the prosecution to the ruling in the first

intellectual properties may result in imprisonment, fines as well as forfeiture as part of an

trial, approximately 9.9 months for a ruling in an appellate trial, and approximately 16.4

additional penalty.

month for a judgement of an appeal, including the 3 months up to the first trial.

In addition, as per Article 230 of the Criminal Procedure Act, in principle, the person
3)

entitled to file a complaint is limited to those who have suffered from damages after the

China

fact of the crime, thus the copyright holder is inclusive during an intellectual property

With regards to a criminal act against intellectual property, an investigation against the

infringement case. However, as for the licensee, in principle, though an exclusive licensee

infringer, criminal prosecution, imposition of small fines, and seizure, destroy and disposal of

may file a lawsuit, the non-exclusive licensee cannot file a lawsuit. Regardless, there has

the seized goods are performed.

been a precedent where the right to file a complaint has been granted to a proprietary use

Although the licensee may also file a lawsuit on behalf of the rights holder as per the
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to misconduct related to trade secrets.2) Furthermore, criminal acts related to such
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Article 108 of the Criminal Procedure Act of China,9) the authorities are requesting a power of

corporation. Although the maximum fines concerning intellectual property infringements

attorney provided by the rights holder for administrative purposes. Additionally, the rights

were set significantly high in the United States and France, countries in the Middle East,

to file a criminal lawsuit against the intellectual property infringer lies with the Supreme

including India, Iran and Egypt have set comparably lower maximum amounts, which

Public Procurator and the rights holder, and both, the rights holder and the licensee, may

questions the fairness in the event of international disputes.

be the victims of the criminal case and the requestor. Also, note that the Supreme Public

※ Content of this article may be not portray the opinions of the Korea Copyright Protection Agency.

Procurator may file a criminal lawsuit with their authority.
Ordinarily, criminal cases related to intellectual property infringement are handled
by the criminal court of the People’s Court, and by the intellectual property court of the
People’s Court in few cities. The intellectual property court also handles civil cases and
administrative cases involving intellectual properties.
The violators and the administrators who are directly responsible are criminally liable,
and the arrest of such individuals are determined after considering the facts of the case and
their social risk.
With regards to the terms of imprisonment, as per the Chinese Criminal Law, ①acts
of counterfeiting trademarks and the sales of counterfeit trademarks can result in 1–7
months of imprisonment(Article 213 and 214), ②illegal manufacturing and sales of
counterfeit trademarks can result in 3–7 months of imprisonment(Article 215), ③acts of
counterfeiting patents may result in 1 month – 3 years of imprisonment(Article 216), ④acts
of copyright infringement may result in 1 month – 7 years of imprisonment (Article 217),
⑤sales of replica products infringing the rights of a 3rd party may result in 1 month – 3
years of imprisonment(Article 218), and ⑥act of trade secret piracy may result in 1 month
– 7 years of imprisonment(Article 219).
As for fines, according to the Article 2 of the Supreme People’s Court Judicial
Interpretation concerning the penalties regarding acts of violation and infringement
on specific property, the minimum fine is 1,000 ¥. As per the Article 4 of the Supreme
People’s Court Judicial Interpretation 2, and the interpretation by the Supreme People’s
Procuratorate regarding the intellectual property infringement case psychological
statute, 10) fines are commonly determined to be between 100-500% of the profit
generated by the act of violation, or 50-100% of the illegal business activities with no
specific maximum amount defined.
trial, and the second trial takes approximately 3–6 months, or 9–19 months from the point
of prosecution to the second trial.
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It usually takes approximately 6-12 months from the prosecution to the ruling in the first

Conclusion
The investigation revealed that Japan and China have sever penalties with regards to
intellectual property infringement. Additionally, with an exception of India, most countries
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found the president or the chief executives criminally liable in cases where the actor is a
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